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ABSTRACT

Several topics of quantum field theory are 
discussed within the algebraic context. It is shown 
that for the charged Bose field there are two natural 
ways of defining the local field algebras; however, 
these are relatively antilocal in the sense of Segal 
and Goodman. We define the charge sectors and show that 
although they are unitarily inequivalent representations 
of the observable algebra, they are physically (and, 
in fact, strongly locally) equivalent. This is a 
partial justification of the use of abstract algebras.

The converse problem, that of constructing 
charge carrying fields given the observable algebra 
in the charge zero sector, is then tackled for the case 
of a massless boson field in two dimensional space
time. This is achieved by applying the techniques of 
Doplicher, Haag and Roberts, viz,the use of localised 
automorphisms. The specific localised automorphisms 
used are suggested by consideration of Skyrme's model 
for zero mass.

Finally, we discuss the time evolution 
co-responding to a bounded interaction density in an 
arbitrary number of space dimensions. This extends a 
result of Guenin. A condition on the interaction in 
order that the resulting time evolution be causal is 
given.
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Introduction
The use of abstract algebras (as opposed to 

operators on a Hilbert space) was made clear by 
I.E.Segal, in 1947, in a paper entitled 'Postulates 
for General Quantum Mechanics'(1). Here, he sets out 
the postulates in a mathematically cogent form in terms 
of abstract algebras, and states on these.

In 1957, RoHaag suggested the use of the 
(unbounded) operator algebras generated by polynomials 
of Wightman fields (2). These were reformulated in terms 
of bounded operator algebras and underwent intensive 
study, notably by H.Araki, K.J.Borchers and R.Haag and 
B.Schroer (3-9). Meanwhile, Segal was developing his 
own theory (13).

The formulation as generally accepted today was 
put forward in 1964 by R.Haag and D.Kastler (10). The 
axioms set out by Haag and Kastler are sufficiently 
restrictive so as to allow fruitful investigation, but 
are more general and less restrictive than the Wightman 
axioms (11,12). Certainly, the former are more intuitively 
appealing than the latter.

We shall begin with a brief account of Segal's 
postulates, and the Haag-Kastler axioms, and shall show 
how the algebraic approach affords some explanation 
of superselection rules.



1. The Algebraic Approach to Quantum Field Theory.

§1.1 Quantum Phenomenology (1,13)
We shall take the observables of a system as the 

basic undefined quantities (in the same sense that a 'line' 
may be considered as the basic undefined concept in 
geometry), in terms of which all other physically 
meaningful objects are to be defined. Originally, an 
observable was identified with a self-adjoint operator 
on a Hilbert space, H, and a state was a vector (or, in 
a more sophisticated formulation, a 'ray', i.e. a family 
{ I X e Œ , IXI =1; fixed e H } ) in the Hilbert 
space. The expectation value of an operator A in the
state Tp was then taken to be (^,A^).

Such a theory is rather unintuitive, and is not 
sufficiently general. Indeed, in order to have an energy 
operator for interesting systems, it seems practical to 
consider at least two Hilbert spaces. This is a consequence 
of Haag's theorem (14). A recent example of this is the
(J>2 theory of J.Glimm and A. Jaffa (15) .

We shall suppose that our observables are bounded. 
Unbounded objects, such as the energy of an infinite 
heat bath, are considered to be observable only in that

4' We shall always use the (Dirac) convention in which an 
inner product on a complex linear space is linear in 
the second variable and antilinear in the first.



they are limits of bounded observables; one can 
measure the energy of any arbitrarily large, but finite, 
volume of the heat bath, for example.

If a is a real number, we can interpret aA as that 
bounded observable with values equal to a times those 
of A, A^ is the bounded observable obtained by measuring 
A, and squaring the result. However, A+E and AB can only 
be similarly defined if A and B are simultaneously 
observable. We can hope to define A+E as that observable 
with expectation value, in any state, equal to the sum of 
those of A and B. This can be done if an observable is 
determined uniquely by its expectation values in every 
state. We cannot do the same thing for AB because it is 
not true that the expectation value of a product is equal 
to the product of the corresponding expectation values. 
(The observables will not be'independent’, in general).

It is possible to define a formal product of A and 
B in terms of A+B and A-B, as was done by Segal (1). 
However, we shall not do this, but shall accept the 
following postulate.
POSTULATE. The observables of a physical system are 
self-adjoint elements of an abstract C*-algebra,A.

Perhaps a few remarks are in order.
1. We have supposed that our observables are bounded. 

Thus, to each A we associate a non-negative real 
number ||a || . A is O if and only if ||a || = O. This 
is the physical interpretation of the norm in the 
C*-algebra, A.



2. The C*-property, || A*A|| = ||A|p, or, in the case of
self-adjoint A, || || = || A|| ^,is a natural
requirement according to our interpretation of the 
norm.

3. It is technically convenient to assume that the 
observables are complete with respect to the norm;
if not, we could complete them. It is also convenient 
to assume that A has an identity.

4. Wo have assumed that there is a product AB of any two
observables A and B, but as previously noted, the 
physical interpretation of this is not always clear.

5. We could have taken A to be a real, rather than a 
complex, algebra. This was done by Segal (1), but 
there seems to be no advantage in this. We can always 
complexify a real algebra.

Having accepted this postulate, we can now apply 
the beautiful theory of Gelfand and others, on commutative 
Banach algebras, to recover such concepts as 'exact value 
of an observable' and 'probability distribution of an 
observable in a given state'. Let us define the concept 
of a state.

A state of a system is an assignment of an 
expected value to each observable, i.e. is an 'expectation' 
functional on A;

(i) to(XA+B) = Xw(A)+w(B), for all Xe Œ, A,B e A.

We shall always assume that all C*-algebras that we 
consider have an identity.
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(ii) w(A*A) 2 O for all A e A.
(iii) o)( 1 ) = 1.

In short, a state is an element of the unit sphere of the 
positive dual, A*^, of A.

A state is called a mixture if it is a convex 
linear combination of two different states; i.e. if there 
exist (1)1 ̂  E A*^ such that

W = Xlûi + (l“-X)(jÜ2 ,
for some O < X < 1.

A state is pure if it is not a mixture.
If A is realised as operators on a Hilbert space,

H , then a vector ij; e H , with = 1, defines a
state by

(o(A) = (i|;,A\p) for A e A.
Such a state is called a vector state in the particular 
realisation, w is pure if and only if A leaves no 
subspace of H invariant (16), In general, there are 
more pure states than vector states (1) - another 
inadequacy of the older formulation.

The variance of an observable A in a state to is 
defined to be w(A%) - w(A)%. We. say that A has an 
exact value in the state (o if its va-iance therein 
vanishes; the exact value is then w(A). The set of values 
w(A) of A in all such states is the spectrum of the 
observable.

Now, the commutative C*-algebra generated by an 
observable A ( = A* ) is isomorphic to a subalgebra 
of C(0), the uniform algebra over a compact Hausdorff
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space Çl, for some (1,17) ( C(Q) is the C*-algebra of
contiuous complex-valued functions on Q , with respect to 
the sup. norm ). Thus any A = A* e A can be considered 
as a real-valued continuous function on a compact Hausdorff 
space Q . Let a be this function. It is natural to say 
that the exact values of A , i.e. the spectrum of A , 
is { a(x) I X  e Q }. That this agrees with the above 
definition is seen as follows. Let w be a state on A.
Then w clearly defines a state on C(Q). By the Riesz- 
Markov representation theorem we can write

(I) (A) = /a(x) dy(x)

for some unique probability measure u on Q. Suppose w 
is pure. Then one can show (1) that has total mass in 
some single point of Q ;

w(A) = a(xo) for some X q e (3.
Clearly, in this case, w(A%) = w(A)^, and so a(xo) is an 
exact value of A. Also, any XqG ^ defines a state, w, 
on the commutative C*-algebra generated by A. This state 
has the property that w(V^) = w(v)^ for all V belonging 
to this algebra. This implies that w is pure as a state 
on this algebra (1). Now, a pure state on a subalgebra of 
a C*-algebra, A, is the restriction of a pure state on K  
to the subalgebra. Hence, given xo s Q, there is a 
pure state, w', on A? such that w'(A) = a(xo), and so
a(xo) is an exact value of A. We conclude that
{ a(x) I X e } is a subset of the spectrum of A.

However, if w(A^) = w(A)^, then, as above, w is a
pure state on a subalgebra generated by A, and therefore
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corresponds to a measure on ü with total mass in some 
single point. Thus { a(x) | x e Q } is equal to spectrum 
of A. It is the set of values { w(A) | w e A*^, w pure }.

The expectation value of an observable in a state 
to is the average of its spectral values with respect to a 
probability distribution uniquely determined by the state;

to(A) = / a(x) dii(x) .
The probability that A has values in a Borel set I in H, 
in a state to, is given by y (A) where to (A) = /^a(x)dy(x) 
and A = { X e | a(x) e l } .

Let us remark, with Segal, that the spectrum of an 
observable, A , being equal to the values of A in the 
pure states of A is representation independent.

The set of pure states is separating for A (1)
- that is, w(A) = O for all pure states to, implies 
that A = O. Therefore A+B is uniquely defined in terms 
of its expectation values in all pure states. This is 
consistent with our introductory definition of the sum of 
two observables.

Let us now turn to further requirements on our 
C*-algebra pertinent to quantum field theory.
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§1.2 The Haag-Kastler Axioms (10)
Any particular experiment takes place in a finite 

region of space-time. That is to say, any experiment can 
be assigned to a region of Minkowski space, M, namely, 
the region in which it takes place, ( A region is, by 
definition, a bounded open set ). If our apparatus is 
located in some region in M, we can only expect to 
measure observables also located within the same space
time region. This is the idea behind the first axiom.

Axiom 1. To each region 0 in Minkowski space, M, 
there corresponds a C*-algebra of observables, A (0).

The correspondence O -► A(0) can be said to 
determine the theory.

Axiom 2.(Isotony) If , O2 are regions in M, and 
Oi contains O2 , then ^(£2) can be identified with 
a subalgebra of A(Oi).

The physical reason for this axiom is obvious. 
Axioms 1 and 2 allow us to define the inductive limit of 
the algebras A (0), indexed by regions in M ;

A = U A(0)
0

( the double bar denoting the norm completion ).
The algebras A(Q) are called local algebras 

( hence the label 'Local Quantum Field Theory' ) and A 
is called the quasilocal algebra. The term quasilocal 
is used to emphasise the fact that A contains the local 
algebras, together with their norm limits.
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The next axiom is the main one as regards field 
theory; it corresponds to the fact that no influence can 
propogate faster than the speed of light ( - taken to be 
unity ). Thus we expect two observables associated with 
space-like separated regions to be simultaneously 
measurable - this is expressed by requiring them to 
commute.

Axiom 3. If Oi and O2 are space-like separated regions, 
then A(Oi) and A(02) commute.

This makes sense since, by axiom 2, they can both 
be identified with subalgebras of A(O3), for any O3 
containing Oi and O2 . Indeed, any A (0) is a 
subalgebra of A.

We would like our theory to be relativistic, so we 
make the next

Axiom 4. There is a representation a of , the
restricted Poincare group, in AutAv the automorphism 
group of such that

a({a,A))à(fi) = A(AO+a) 
for any region Q in M, and {a. A} e nph

The last axiom is one of technical convenience.

Axiom 5. A is primitive. (That is, A possesses a 
faithful, irreducible representation as operators on 
a Hilbert space).
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It is worth noting that, except for the trivial 
case, the automorphisms a({a,A}) cannot be inner (10).
This reflects the global nature of Poincaré transformations 
and the exclusion of such from A, To see this, suppose 
there is a U(a,A) e A such that

U(a,A)AU(a,A)"^ = a({a,A})A 
for all A e A, {a,A} e , with U<a,A) unitary.

Then, for given e>0, there is a V £ A(û) , with ||v|| = 1,
for some region Q, such that (dropping the {a,A})

II U - V II <e.
Let A eA(Qi), where Oi is space-like with respect to Q.
Then || a({a,A})A - A II * jj UAU* - A||

< II UAU* - VAV* 11 + II A W *  - All using AV = VA,
£ IIUAU* - VAU* II + IIVAU* - VAV* || + 1|a|I | |w *  - R\\
< 2 ||u -  v|| IIaII + II All 2€

£ 4e 11AII .
This implies that a({a,A})A = A which is false except 
in the trivial case.

§1.3 Physical Equivalence.
Since any abstract C*-algebra is isomorphic to a 

C*-algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space, there 
appears to be no particular advantage of the former 
over the latter. However, we claim that the abstract 
algebra is more fundamental than any particular 
representation of it. All properties of the system should 
be inherent in the absract algebra. This belief is 
justified by consideration of Haag and Kastler*s notion of
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physical equivalence.
Let the system be in a state w. A given experiment 

will correspond to the measurement of a finite number 
of observables A^,...,A^, with resulting experimental 

values Pif'-'fPn' and with maximum error e, say. Then
|w(A^) - p^l < e for i = l,...,n.

We cannot determine w uniquely from this data. Indeed, 
as far as this particular experiment is concerned, we 
can only conclude that the system is in some state w ' 
with

|w*(A^) - pĵ I < e for i = l,...,n.
Thus

|w'(A^) - w(A^)| < 2e for i = l,...,n.
So we see that an experiment will give us a 
w*-neighbourhood of the state of the system. (The w*- 
topology in A*^ is that given by the neighbourhood base 
{N(o),Z,e) I Ü) e A*"*"; Z a finite set of elts. of A; e >0} 
where N(w,Z,E) is given by

N(w,Z,E) = { w'E A*+| |w'(A) - w(A)| < E, V A E Z }).
Let IT and ir* be any two representations of A. That 

part of A*^ peculiar to a representation is the family 
of normal states. We consider ir and tt' as physically 
equivalent if no experiment can distinguish between them. 
But an experiment, as we noted above, corresponds to a 
w*-neighbourhood of the state of the system. This leads 
us to the
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Definition 1.3.1 Two representations tt and tt' of A 
are physically equivalent if and only if any w*- 
neighbourhood of a state of A which is normal in the 
representation tf contains a state which is normal in 
the representation tt', and vice versa.
Remark. We can replace "normal” by "a finite convex 
linear combination of vector states" by virtue of the 
fact that the latter are w*-dense in the set of normal 
states.

Now, there is a theorem, due to J.Fell (18), which 
says that tt and tt' are physically equivalent ( Fell's 
terminology is 'weakly equivalent') if and only if they 
have the same kernel ; i.e. if and only if

{ A e A I tt(A) = 0 }  = { A e A |  tt' (A) = O  }.

This is the justification for our claim that it is 
the abstract C*-algebra A that is basic, rather than 
any particular representation of it (10). All faithful 
representations (i.e. those with kernel = {o} ) are 
physically equivalent.

It should be pointed out that this is rather a 
matter of opinion. Let us illustrate this for the case of 
a system of charged particles. We shall see later that 
the total charge can be used to label the inequivalent 
representations of the observable algebra, A. These are 
physically equivalent : any state in the charge 3 sector, 
for example, can be approximated by a state in the charge 
8 sector by adding 5 charges to the original state in a 
remote region of space.
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However, given a state of definite total charge, it 
is possible to determine this charge, i.e. the sector to 
which the state belongs, by making a local measurement 
( - albeit in a very large region ). One could therefore 
argue that the sectors should be considered as physically 
distinguishable. Of course, we could now add an extra 
charge to the state, in a remote region, without 
appreciably changing the value of the above local 
measurement.

The point is that for any given local measurement, 
there are states from different sectors between which the 
measurement cannot distinguish. On the other hand, given 
any two states belonging to different sectors, there is a 
local measurement which can distinguish between these.

We shall illustrate the ideas of Haag and Kastler 
in the case of a charged Bose field. Although we shall 
construct A as a gauge invariant algebra of operators, the 
charge sectors, as remarked above, will be seen to be 
inequivalent, but physically equivalent, representations 
of A.

In further support of these ideas, we shall construct 
an algebra of observables,in the charge zero sector, 
corresponding to a two-dimensional massless boson, and 
from this construct charge carrying fields which behave 
as fermions. This is contrary to the belief that fermions.

t I am grateful to Professor R.F.Streater for discussion 
of these points.
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in principle unobservable, must be basic constituents of 
a theory (42). Our construction is an explicit example, 
and a slight variation, of the general theory of
S.Doplicher, R.Haag and J,Roberts (19,20). Before doing 
this, let us first turn to superselection rules.

§1.4 Superselection Rules.
The algebraic formalism affords some explanation of 

such apparently ad hoc rules. We begin with the Hilbert 
space approach. As previously remarked, the states are 
described by unit rays in the underlying Hilbert space H(12) 
The reason for considering these lies in the fact that 
ip and ê î|; b^th define the same expectation values,

for all A e B(H), the set of all bounded operators on 
H, The observables are self-adjoint elements of B(H).

Superselection rules originated in the observation 

that Dirac's superposition principle does not hold 
unrestrictedly. For example, one cannot form a state 
from a sum of two states <p and ip if (p and ip transform 
under odd and even-dimensional representations of the 
rotation group. This is because under a rotation of 2ir, 
physically the identity transformation, <p is left 
invariant, but ip becomes -i|j. The state given by a^+6^ 
can only be unchanged if a=0 or3=0. The total electric 
charge, baryon number and lepton number are also thought 
to define superselection rules (21).

Let us denote by E the subset of E(H) which .
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represents the observables. A state is said to be 
physically realisable if and only if the projection onto 
it is an element of R.(12) That the superselection rules 
are related to R*, the commutant of R in B(H), can be 
seen as follows. If all self-adjoint operators in B(H) 
are observable, i.e. belong to R, then in particular all 
projections are observable, and so all states are 
physically realisable. Thus there are no superselection 
rules - all states have a physical meaning. In this 
case, R' is trivial, i.e. R' = { X ll| X e Œ }.

On the other hand, if R' is not trivial, then there 
exists a non-trivial projection in B(K) which is not 
in R, and so not all states are physically-realisable, 
and we have a superselection rule.

Suppose, following Wightman (21,12), that we make 
the hypothesis of commuting superselection rules, viz,
R' is abelian. In this case, R ’ can be diagoalised, and 
H is reduced by a direct sum of orthogonal subspaces; 
the operators defining superselection rules having 
definite values on these subspaces, called superselection 
sectors.

The observables map each superselection sector 
into itself. Moreover, the restriction of E to each 
superselection sector is irreducible. The superpositon 
principle holds unrestrictedly in each sector.

We can prove that R' is abelian if it is assumed 
that the set of physically realisable vectors are total. 
This assumption, although seemingly innocuous, is, in 
fact, false in the case of relativistic quantum field
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theory, if we insist that all observables are local, 
and that there are no global observables. Nevertheless, 
it is a nice result, and may be relevant to non- 
relativistic quantum theory. Let us define the notion 
of a coherent subset of H.

Definition 1.4.1. A subset K in H is said to be 
coherent if and only if it cannot be decomposed as 
K = KiU K2 where Ki J_ K2 and Ki,Kz ^ 0.

For example, if $1 and 02 are any two vectors such 
that (01,02) ^ Of then K = {01,02} is coherent.

If 0,Y e S, some subset of vectors of H, we say 
that 0 is equivalent to Y, denoted 0 ^ Y, if there is a
coherent subset K in S such that 0,Y e K. To show that 'V
is an equivalence relation :

(i) Clearly, 0 'v 0 (take K = {0})
(ii) 0 'v Y Y a, 0 is obvious.

(iii) Let 0,Y e Ki, Y,x £ K2 with Ki and K2 coherent.
Let K = KiU K2. We shall show that K is coherent. First 
we note that Ki Kz since Y e KiU K2. If K were not 
coherent, so that K = KJU K2 with J_ Kz? then 
KV = ( K^nKi)U( K^OKi) i = 1,2, would be a non-trivial 
decomposition of either Ki or K2, contradicting their 
coherence. Thus 0 'x, % is indeed an equivalence
relation.

Theorem 1.4.2 (Oksak-Haratian (22))
Let S be the set of physically realisable vectors,

0 ^ S. If S is total in H, then R ’ is commutative.
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Proof.
The assumption O ^ S is merely one of convenience?

O is orthogonal to all vectors, and is thus never 
equivalent to a non-zero vector.

We must prove that A,B e R' => AB = BA. Let denote 
the distinct equivalence classes with respect to the • 
equivalence defined above ;

S = U , s: r>So = 0 if a f 6.a 01 t4
If 0,Y e S and (0,Y) O, then 0 ~ Y. Thus, if 0 e S^, 

Y c Sg, a ^ g, then (0,Y) = 0. We may therefore write

where , [=] denotes the linear span of a set
of vectors, and the bar denotes the closure.

Lemma Define RV = { | Y e }', where is
the projection onto Y. Let A e R^, then A maps 
into itself, and the restriction of A to is a 
multiple of

==a
Proof of lemma

[A,Ey] = O for all Y e , i.e. AE^0 = E^A$ 
for any 0 e H. Take 0 = Y ==̂  AY = E^AY = X(Y)Y 
for some X(Y) e Œ. Similarly, A*Y = X(Y)Y.
Suppose X(Yi) X(Yi), Yi,Yz e

Then (Yi,Yz) = (X(Yi)Yi,Y2) - X(Yz) (Yi,Yz)
X(Yi) - X(Yz)

= (A*Yi,Y2) - (Yi,AYz) = O .
X(Yi) - X(Yz)

Now let = {WeSgl X(Ÿ) = A(ïi), fixed fi e }. 
Then S = S' U , say, and S' J_ S" from the above.
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But S = U{ K I K coherent, Y% e K in S }, and soa p.
is coherent. (S^ = X U Y  , Xj_Y , Yi e X

K = (KnX)U(KrjY) V K in S^. K coherent => K ̂ Y = 0
for all K in S Y = 0 ) . We conclude that S” = 0a a
And so X(°) is constant on S^.

Thus, the restriction of A to H is a constant=a
multiple of 1„ .K

If A e A sflR' , hence A h R = X 3L„'• ‘ ==ct ' —a a H
a =a

for all a. This proves the lemma.

By the lemma, it is obvious that R' is commutative, 
and so the proof of the theorem, is complete.

As remarked in (12), R* is commutative if R 
contains a maximal abelian subalgebra R q of observables. 
( R q is maximal abelian if and only if Ro = Ro ). Then 
Rq in R R' is in Rô = Ro, and so R' is commutative.

The set-upf then, is the following. We have a 
C*-algebra of operators representing the observables.
The underlying Kilbert space splits as a direct sum of 
superselection sectors. Each sector corresponds to a 
definite value of the superselecting operators, and, on 
each sector, the observables act irreducibly. R' is 
commutative.

We can realise such a set-up from the algebraic 
point of view quite easily. Let A be the C*-algebra of 
quasilocal observables. Each state on A will yield a 
representation of A - this is the well-known Gelfand, 
Neumark, Segal construction (23,24). This representation
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is irreducible if and only if the state is pure (16).
There are many pure states on A, and therefore many
irreducible representations to consider. Not all of
these will be physically interesting - we must restrict
ourselves to a subclass of representations.

In practice, A is given as an operator algebra,
and so there is a natural faithful representation to
consider? namely, the representation of A by itself. If
we also require that other interesting irreducible
representations be physically equivalent, then they will
also be faithful. Let us suppose that they are unitarily
inequivalent ( - equivalent ones do not provide any
further states ). Thus, we are concerned with a family
(ir̂ ,K̂ ) of inequivalent, irreducible, faithful
representations of A. We can form the direct sum of
these, (®TT ,$H ) , which is also faithful? ©7r̂ (A) is a a a=CL a a
uniquely determined by tt^(A) for any A e A, and g. In
particular, we note that © tt (A) does not contain thea a =-
projection E„ onto the subspace of ®H .

Let R = ©TT (A) , and let Q e R ’ ? the commutant= ot ot = =
being taken in B(®H ). R ’ is determined by its unitary= a=a —
elements, so we may suppose that Q is unitary. (Any 
element of a C*-algebra is a linear combination of four
unitary elements). Suppose there is an which is not

aleft invariant by Q. Let = Q Then Q^H
is onto and isometric, and intertwines and ©tt̂  [ Q^^?

3

I" ®afla '
P
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But TT is irreducible, and so Q H must be containeda a =a
in Kg, some 3. ( otherwise being unitarily
equivalent to would be reducible ).
Hence

0» Q: = *g(') S„ •

But the irreducibility of implies that = Hg,
and so intertwines tt̂  and Hg , contradicting
their inequivalence. We conclude that any Q e R' leaves
each subspace H of ® invariant, and, by the^ =a a ~CL
irreducibility of each tt̂ , must be a multiple of the
identity on each of these subspaces.

Thus, on quite general grounds, we have proved 
that R ‘ is commutative. The various subspaces will

=  — CL

correspond to the superselection sectors. Let us note 
the great difference between the C*-algebra R, and its
enveloping von Neumann algebra. From the above, we see
that any Q e R' can be written as Q = '
where E is the projection onto , and is aa =a ot

family of complex numbers, with sup^lX^j < (This last
condition ensures that Q is a bounded operator). Thus,
the enveloping algebra of R, viz, R", the double commutant,
is equal to the set of bounded operators on g of the
form a A , where e B(H^) a n d  s u p ^||a || < Thea a CL —  =CL  ̂a" ' '

elements of R" can therefore be quite independent 
operators on each , whereas E is determined by
its restriction to any one E^.
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2. The Charged Scalar Bose Field.

We have spent some time discussing the general 
theory - now we shall construct the local observable 
algebras, A(g), for the charged field, the charge sectors, 
and show that these are physically equivalent, but 
unitarily inequivalent, irreducible representations of 
the quasilocal algebra A.

This has been discussed by Doplicher, Haag and 
Roberts (19), as part of a general theory - we feel, 
however, that an explicit treatment in this case is not 
without value.

A charged field is a field comprising two 
independent fields representing the "particle" and 
"antiparticle", respectively (25). By convention* we 
choose the "particle" to have charge +1, and its 
"antiparticle" to have charge -1. (The opposite convention 
is used for the electron, however).

In mathematical terms, the charged field (i.e. the 
system comprising a charged field) is the tensor product 
of two "uncharged", but distinguished, fields. It is 
therefore described by two neutral fields. It is convenient, 
for this reason, to develop our notions and notations 
for the neutral Bose field.
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§2.1 The neutral Boson Field.
Let be a real Hilbert space, and let H be

its complexification.

Definition 2.1.1. The Fock space F over H is the
Hilbert space completion of the symmetric tensor algebra
over H _

F = 0 H
(We shall use the symbol © to denote the symmetric tensor 
product. The bar signifies completion).

Thus the homogeneous components F^^^ of F are
given by = Œ, and for n ^ 1

= H © F .
© is defined for decomposable vectors in g/^^ by

where is the permutation group on n+1 symbols,
= Ç, and = z^©...©z^ is a decomposable vector 

in F^^). The product is extended to the whole of F 
by linearity and continuity.
Define F ' = {zeF | z = (zo,zi,...), there is N s.t.

V n > N ,  2 = 0 } .— n

Definition 2.1.2. Given Ç e H, we define the creation 
operator, a*(c), to be the closure of the operator 
defined on F' by linear extension of the map given on 
homogeneous elements by 

a*(c) ; g/*)» 
a*(C) s ẑ -*- /n+1 C©z^
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Definition 2.1.3. The annihilation operator, a(ç), is 
the adjoint of a*(ç), and is given on homogeneous 
elements of F ' by

a(C)zo = O V zo G 2/°) , 
a(C) : 
a(C) :

where <ç,*> is defined on g^^^ by

<C,z^0 . . ,©z^> =

( the  ̂ signifies omission ).

Thus, a*(C) and a(c) are densely defined 
operators for all ç e H. We note that a (Ç) ?F 
is bounded in norm by /n||c|| and that 
is bounded in norm by /n+11| ç|| .

a(Cl) and a*(C2) satisfy the canonical 
commutation relations on g* :

[a(Ci),a*(C2)] = (CirCz) 1

Definition 2.1.4. We define the field 0(C) and its 
canonically conjugate momentum n(C) for c E H on g* by 

$(ç) = 2"%( a*(ç) + a(ç) )
:(5) = 2“^1 ( a*(ç) - a(ç) ).

Then 0 and IT obey the Heisenberg relations on g' : 

[$(çi) = [n(;i),:(C2)I = o ,
p (çi) ,?>(Ç2)] = -i(Çi,Ç2)l.
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Using the bounds on a* and a, one can easily show that 
£' is a set of analytic vectors for the symmetric 
operators 0 (c) and IT(C). ( z is an analytic vector for 
an operator A if z e DomA^ for all n, and if the power 
series | | a ^ z || /n! in k has a non-zero

radius of convergence ). By Nelson's theorem (26), it 
follows that 0(C) and 11(C) are essentially self-adjoint 
on F', and the Weyl relations hold :

îîTTÛ i<î>(ç)g-in(C)g-i0(C) = gifC'C) %

where C,c e H. (The bar denotes the closure of the 
e.s.a. operators).

Definition 2.1.5. Let R be the C*-algebra generated
by the set of unitary operators { e ^ ^ , e ^ * |  c E 
(We recall that is a real subspace of H).

It is well-known that R is irreducible, i.e. R", 
the double commutant of R in B(F), is equal to B(F).
This follows from the fact that the state u defined 
on R by A + u (A) = (0,A0), where = 1 e F^°^ , is pure, 
and Q, is cyclic. (These facts can be proved via the 
Stone-von Neumann uniqueness theorem for the case when 
H is finite dimensional (27)).

In our applications, we shall only consider 0(h), 
n(g) for h,g in a subset of Epf and will therefore 
have a slightly smaller algebra than E. This will not 
spoil the irreducibility.
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Lemma 2.1.6. Let Di,D2 be dense in H„. Let Ro be 
the C*-algebra generated by the operators

{ e^^^) I h e Di, g e D2 }. Then RH = B(F) .
Proof. We need only show that Eo contains R, for 
then E(F) d  EÎJ 3  E=>l(g) D E’o' D  E" = B(F) . This 
follows if we can show that e ^ ^ e  EU and

ei^(g) g for any h,g e E^.

It is easy to see that 0(h^)z converges strongly 
to 0 (h)z if h^ converges strongly to h in Ep, for 
z G F'. Similarly for H(g^). Since Eo is strongly 
closed, the proof is complete if we can show that

,i‘ï’(hn) and e^^^^n^ converge strongly to e10(h)

and elH(g)^ respectively. Thus, to complete the proof, 

we shall prove

Lemma 2.1.7. Let {A^}, A be a sequence of operators 
on a Hilbert space, E. Let D in E be a domain of 
essential self-adjointness (i.e. a core) for A and A^, 
V n = 1,2,... . Suppose, further, that A^ -► A strongly

on D. Then e^^n + e^^ strongly in H.
Proof. We shall show that the resolvents R^(X) of 

converge strongly to R(X), the resolvent of A.
Let X e Œ, ReX O. Let z e (A-X)D. Then

1|( Rjj(X)-R(X) )z|| = ||Rjj{X) (A-Aj^)R(X)z||

< k (A) II (A-A^)R(X)z||

since ||R_{X) || £k(X) for some constant < depending on 
X ( independent of n ).
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= <(A) ||(A-A^)z'|| some z ' e D,
= K (X) II (A-A^) z'||+ 0 as n -► 00.

Now, (A-X)D is dense in H. To see this, consider 
first X = i. Let z' e D. Then

II (A±i2L) z ' IP = II Az 'II ̂ + Hz'IP

( since A* is an extension of A, and so A*z' = Az'
for z' e D ). Let z / 0 be such that (z,(A-il)z') = O
for all z' e D. It follows that z e Dorn(A-il)* and

O = ( (A-Ü) *z ,z ' ) = ( (A*+il) z , z ' ) .

But A is e.s.a. on D ==^A** = A*. Thus z e Dorn(A**+i]L)
and

O = ((A**+il)z,z') V z' e D.
D is dense, so (A**+0.)z = O,

II A * * z  II | | z | | 2  = 0 , = ^  | | z | |  = O,

a contradiction. Hence (A-il)p is dense. 
Since A-X3L = ImX ^ - iH ] , we conclude

ImX J

that (A-Xl)D is dense, and therefore R^(X) R(X) 
strongly. This implies that (28)

e^^n e^^ strongly. Q.E.D.

The proof of lemma 2.1.6. is now complete.

Now let us consider the special case when 
E = L^(]R^d^), where d^ is the relativistic measure 
on the positive-energy mass-hyperboloid (here identified 
with IR^); dü = d^k/2/k^+m^. In this case, is
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the space of all symmetric complex-valued functions of 
n 3-variables, square-integrable with respect to the 
indicated measure. a(ç) becomes, for e

a(C) ; (k^,. . ,k^) /n J àÜ

and a*(c) becomes

a*(C) : z^(k^,..,k^)   ^i=l  ̂ 1 ' ’ * i' * ‘'~n̂/n+1

Definition 2.1.8. Let f,g e S(nR^), the Schwartz space 
of rapidly decreasing,smooth functions, be real-valued.
The neutral relativistic field at time t, and its 
conjugate momentum, are defined as the operators, 
with core F',

*(f;t) = 2~^(a*(F) + a(F))

7r(g;t) =2"^i(a*(G) - a(G)) 

where F (k) = /2 e^^^ f(-kj and G(k) = /2 e^^^ P(k^g(-k),

y (k) = /(k^ + m^) , and f (k) = (2tt) / e^— f (x) d^x,

similarly for g (k).
Our main concern will be with the time-zero fields 

which we shall just write as #(f) and w(g) , resp.
These are given simply in terms of 0 and IT by

(J)(f) = 0(F) and n(g) = 11(G), 
where F (k) and G(k) are as above, but with t = 0.
As before, we have the Heisenberg relations on E' s
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[n(g),*(f)] = -i/ G(k) F(k)dS2 = -i / g(x)f(x)d’x.

To each real pair (f,g) e S ( 3R® ) xS ( ), we
can associate a real solution C(x,t) of the Klein- 
Gordon equation 0^-V^+m^)C = O ; namely, the solution 
with Cauchy-data (f,g) ;

Ç(x,0) = f(x) , Ç(x,0) = g(x).
(We shall use a dot to denote the time-derivative).

Now, (|>(f)-TT(g) is e.s.a. on F*, so we can define

W(f ,g) = ).
We may write W(C) instead of W(f,g) in view of the 
correspondence Ç (f,g). It is not hard to see that
the W(Ç) satisfy the Segal-Weyl relations

W(Çi) W(Çî) = W(Si+Sz)

where is the Wronskian between the two solutions
Cl and C2 :

(Cl,C2 } = / (Cl(X,t)C2 (Xft) - Ci(x,t)C2 (x,t))d*x.
t=const.

fLet us define an action of P^, the restricted 
Poincare group, on E. Let {a,A} e]P^, and define (29) 
an action U(a,A) on H = L*(]R*,dO) by

0(a,A) ; h(k) h(A~^lc)
k°= y(k)

( (a,k) is the Lorentz scalar product a®k°- a.k )
This is a strongly continuous unitary representation

of IP̂  in H, which extends to a unitary representation
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r(U(•,•)) on F. r(ü(•,•)) is given on decomposable
vectors h.G.e.eh^ in F^** by ± n —

r(U) h^0...©h^ = Uh^0...©Uh^

r(U) leaves F' invariant, and

r(U)a(*)(h)r(U)"l = a'*)(Uh)
(*)where a denotes a or a*.

It can be shown that

r(U(a,A))W(Ç)r(u(a,A))"^ = W(5a &)

where ^̂ (x) 5 g(A ^(x-a)).

We are now in a position to define the local algebras.

Definition 2.1.9. Let 0 be any region in Minkowski 
space, M. TAje define 5(0) to be the set of solutions, 
Ç, of the Klein-Gordon equation, with the following 
property : there is a flat hyperplane (3-dimensional), 
J , depending on Ç, such that J n 0 f 0, and the 
function C f' J has support in J A 0.

Definition 2.1.10. We define A(0) , for a region 0 
in M, to be the C*-algebra generated by

{ W(Ç) I C e 5(2) ). 
a is the norm closure in g(g) of { a (2) I Û in M }.

Clearly, the A(0) satisfy isotony, and one can 
show that
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if O and Oj are space-like separated, and that

r(U(a,A)) A(0) r(U(a,A))"^ = A(0, ,)— — == —a, A

by using the fact that

r(U(a,A)) W(Ç) r(U(a,A))"l = ^(5^ ^).

Thus { A(0) } satisfies the axioms 1 - 4  of §1.2.
A is generated by all W(C) where C has real Cauchy 
data with compact support; that is, by the operators

î(f) (£) —IT (g) ^ith f,g e D ( B^). Taking f or g to be 
zero, we see that A contains all operators of the

form e^^ . Now, (j)(f) = 0(F) and n(g) = 11(G),
where F (k) = /% ï(-k), G(k) = /!? y(k)g(-k). F and G 
are smooth, rapidly decreasing, and have the property
F (k) = F(-k), G(k) = G(-k). H can be written as the 
complexification of H„ = { h e H I h(k) = h(-k) }.
The F*s and G*s lie dense in H_, and so we may apply 
lamma 2.1.6, to conclude that A is irreducible. Thus 
axiom 5 is also satisfied.

§2.2 The Charged Boson Field
As we have said before, the charged field is 

built from two distinguished neutral fields.
Let F^ and F~ be two distinguished Fock 

spaces over L^(IR^,dSÎ). Then the Fock space for the 
charged field is

F = £■*■ ® E~.
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Let a* and a^ be the creation and annihilation 
operators in respectively. We interpret a*® IL as 
the operator creating a particle with charge +1, 
a_̂ ® 1 as that destroying a particle with charge +1 ; 
with analogous interpretations of ]l®a* and l®a_.

Definition 2.2.1. The number operators are defined
ion F ' by

W± : =n + '
The total number operator N in F is defined as

N = N , ® IL + a®N .+ -
The total charge Q in F is defined as

Q = N_j_® IL - 1®N_.

Clearly, N has eigenvalues 0,1,2,.., whilst Q has 
eigenvalues 0 ,±1,±2,...

Definition 2.2.2. The charged field, smeared with a 
real test-function f e S(IR̂ ) is defined as the closed

mmoperator given on F'= F '®F * by

*(f) = 2"^(a*(F)®l + l®a_(F))

where, as before, F (k) = /2f (-k).

Its "complex conjugate" is

(J)*(f) = 2“^(a^(F)0 2L + 10a* (F)).

We see that (|>(f) creates a charge +1, and destroys a 
charge -1. We say, therefore, that 0(f) carries a charge 
+1. Similarly, 0*(f) is said to carry charge -1.
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The momenta are defined, for smooth real g, by

Tt(g) = 2~^i(a*(G)® 1 - IL»a_(G))

n*(g) =-2"^i(a^(G)® a - IL®a;(G))

where G(k) = /2 y(k)g(k).
The Heisenberg relations hold on F '

[0(f),m*(g)] = [o*(f),w(g)] = iJf (k)G(k)df2

- i f  f(x)g(x)d^x.

All other commutators vanish.
As in the neutral case, we would like to construct 

the local algebras from bounded functions of these 
fields. However, they are not symmetric on g*. We must 
take linear combinations. The operators 0 (f)+0* (f)*
7T (g)+ÏÏ* (g) , i (0 (f ) ”0* (f ) ) and i (tt (g)-ir* (g) ) are
symmetric on g*, and, moreover, F ' is a domain of 
analytic vectors for them. We can, therefore, define 
the unitary operators

W(f,g) = exp i (({) (f )+4>* (f )-“IT (g)-TT* (g) )

Wi(f,g) = exp i (i (<J) (f ) “4>* (f ) )-i (TT (g)-TT* (g) ) )

- the generators being e.s.a. on g'. In fact, on g',

((> (f )+(|)* (f )-TT (g)-TT* (g) = (f )® 1+ 3L®(1)_ (f )
-TT^(g)® 1- 10n_(g)

and
i(*(f)-**(f))-i(m(g)-w*(g))

= (j)̂ (if)® l-TT^(ig)® 1- %®0_(if)+ l®n_(ig)
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where #+(f) and n+(g) are defined as in definition 2.1.8 
in F“, respectively.(We have used the antilinearity of 
a(*), viz, a(iF) = -ia(F)). So if C is the solution of 
the Klein-Gordon equation with f and g as Cauchy data, 
and if we write W(Ç) for W(f,g), we have that

W(C) = W+(C) 0 W_(C)
and

Wi(C) = W^(iC) 0 W_(-iC)

where W+(") are the Weyl operators, as defined in the
±previous section, acting in F , respectively.

§2.3. The Local Field Algebras.

Definition 2.3.1 Let 0 be a region in M. 3F(0) is 
defined to be the C*-algebra generated by the W(C) 
and Wi(C) with C c 5(0).

Let IF be the norm closure in g(F) of {lF(0)|0 in M} . 
F is called the field algebra of the charged field ; 
the F (0) are the local field algebras.

tLet (U) be the unitary representations of 
acting in F“ as previously defined. We define the 
strongly continuous unitary action r(U(•,•)) in F by

{a,A} r+(U(a,A)) 0 r_(U(a,A)).
Thus,

r(U(a,A))W(Ç)r(U(a,A))"^ =
and _i

r(U(a,A))Wi (Ç)r(0(a,A)) ^

The {3F(0)} satisfy our axioms 1 - 4 .
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There is another rather natural definition of 
the local field algebras :
Definition 2.3.2. Let 0 be a region in M. Let IF (O) 
be the C*-algebra generated by the operators 
{ w+(S)8 1, a.0w_(,ç)| Ç e 5(0) }.

The IF (O) define a perfectly satisfactory local 
relativistic theory, because the W^(«) do. However,
IF (0) is antilocal with respect to IF (0) in the sense 
of Segal and Goodman (30). To see this, suppose C has 
Cauchy data (f,0) with suppf compact in . Then IF (O) 
contains the operator e^^+^^^0 IL if C e 5(0). But

*+(f)@ 1 = %(4 (f)+**(f)-i(w(fi)-w*(fi)))

where f i (k) = f (k) y (k)
Thus

eî l>+(f)0 3L = (in (f i )-iir* (f j ) )

The first term on the right hand side belongs to IF (0), 
but the second term does not. This is because of the 
antilocality, in X"space, of the operator y (k) (30).
Indeed, f (x) and fi(x) can only both vanish in an open 
set if they are both identically zero. Thus fi cannot 
be part of compact Cauchy data ; fi cannot vanish 
outside suppf.

The algebras IF (0) are preferable to the IF(0) 
because the former associate <{>(f) to the region 0 if 
(f,0) ++ S G 5(0).
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Theorem 2.3.3.
IF is irreducible.

Proof.
Using such equalities as

gi*+(f)g.^ ^ 2%i*(f)+**(f)g-%i(iw(fi)-in*(fi))

and lemma 2.1.6, one shows that 3F" contains all the 
operators

{ W (Ç)® 1 ,  U®W (Z) 1 Ç e 5 = U 5(0) }.
O

The result now follows from the fact that the w+'s 
form an irreducible set, and the fact that 

(A0B)’ = A'®B' 

for any two von Neumann algebras A and g.

§2.4. Gauge Transformations.

We have defined the algebras IF(O), but have not 
yet specified the observable algebras A(O). An 
observable does not change the charge of a state - 
observables are electrically neutral. This means 
that we should construct the observables from functions 
of the fields (J) ,({)*, it ,tt* which contain as many starred 
as unstarred fields. This being so, our observables 
should remain invariant under the simultaneous 
so-called gauge transformation (p -*• (j)* -*■ e ,
ÏÏ -► IT* -*■ e

Thus, we rigorously define such an action on F, 
and define A (0 ) as the gauge invariant part of F (0).
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Definition 2.4.1. On define the unitary operator

U+(o)' ±iaU+(u) : h e h for O £ a < 2tt.

U+(') induces a strongly continuous unitary group 
r(U+(')) on F :

r(U+(a)) : h^@...©h^ (a) h^0. . .©U^ (a) ĥ ^

for h,0 ...©h a decomposable vector in± n —
The tensor product T(a) = r(U^(a)) 0 r(U_(a)) defines
a representation of T, the torus, on g. T is called
the gauge group. Moreover, on g*, we find that

r(a)()>(f)r(a)"^ = 

r(a)(t>*(f)r(a)”  ̂= e~^%*(f)

(Similarly for tt and tt*) ,
Thus, the indicated gauge transformations 

correspond to the spatial automorphisms implemented 
by r("). The generator of the strongly continuous, 
one-parameter group r(*) is nothing other than 
N^0 H 10N_ = Q, the total charge operator.

Definition 2.4.2. The local observables are the 
gauge invariant elements of F (0 ) ;

A(0) = IF (0) n  r (T) '

where f(T)' is the commutant, in g(g) , of the 
set { r(a) I a G T }.

A is the norm closure, in g(g), of the set 

{ A(0) I 0 a region in M }.
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As sub-algebras of the IF (O), the A (0) satisfy 
axioms 1 - 4 .  We shall see later that axiom 5 also 
holds.

§2.5. The Charge Sectors.
The charge operator, Q, has eigenvalues 0,±1,±2,..? 

the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue q is 
denoted F^. Clearly,

F = © F+(n+q)#F~(n) if q > o,=q n~ =  ̂—

or

Also
00F = © F .= —0Q=q

Since A commutes with r(«), we see that A leaves 
each F_ invariant. This is a restatement of the fact—q
that the elements of A do not carry any charge. 
Accordingly, the restrictions of A to the various 
define representations, tt̂ , say, of A. These represen- 
-tations are called the charge sectors.

We expect these representations to be physically 
equivalent. Indeed, as in oiir discussion in §1.3, a 
state in the q-sector can be made arbitrarily close 
to a state in the q+l-sector by adding a particle with 
charge +1 in a sufficiently remote region of space. 
This argument can be made quite rigorous ; we shall 
need two lemmas.
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Lemma 2.5.1. Let A e A (0), and let Oi be a space- 
-like region with respect to O. Suppose (f,0) is the 
Cauchy data for some solution Ç e 5(0%). Then for 
any z,z' eg',

(z ,A(|) (f ) z ' ) = (({)* (f ) z ,Az ' )

i.e. (f)(f) and A weakly commute on a dense set.
Proof.

By construction, W(XÇ), Wi(XÇ) e IF (Oi), for 
all X G IR. Therefore they commute with A, and so, 
taking z,z' g F',

and

But

and

(W(-XÇ)z,Az') = (A*z,W(XÇ)z') 

(Wi(-XÇ)z,Az') = (A*z,Wi(XÇ)z').

W(XÇ) = exp iX ((J) (f )+({)* (f) )

Wi(X5) = exp iX (i(j) (f )-i(J)* (f ) ) .

The result now follows by taking the derivative, with 
respect to X, at X = O, cancelling the i's, and adding 
the two resulting equations.

Lemma 2.5.2. Let Z denote the linear span (i.e.
finite linear combinations) of decomposable vectors
in F of the form h = hT@..@h_0h ,-0...©h . for some = I n  n+1 n+m
integers n and m, where h^ g S(B^) for all i.
Let f G D(IR®), be given such that f is normalised
to unity in L^CR^dO). Let f^ be the translate of f,

i.e. f (x) = f (x-a) . Then <{)*(f )(|)(f̂ )h converges a — — —- a a
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weakly to h as | a | ■> <», for h e Z.
Proof.

Let h e Z. Since (j>* (f^)({> ( f h  is uniformly

bounded in norm, we need only show that

(4)* (f̂ ) (f) (fg^)h,h‘) (h,h') as |a| «,

for h ' in a dense set in F. Now, E is such a set, so
we choose h' e Z. Writing (j) and in terms of creation
and annihilation operators, we obtain

<(()*(fg)(l)(fg)h,h’) = (a*(F)a+(F)8 lh,h')

+ (a^(F)®a_(F)h,h') + (a* (F)®a* (F)h,h')

+ ( 18a*(F)a_(F)h,h') + (h,h ' ) /1F (k) | )

where F(k) - f (-k) = /2 e f(-k), and we have

made use of the CCR to obtain the last two terms.
The first four terms all contain a factor of the

form f IV a ~
(F,h") = j/2 e f(k) h"(k) dft

where h" is some function in SOR^). But this converges
to zero as |a| by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. The
fifth term is just equal to (h,h') because of our
normalisation of f. Q.E.D.

We can now prove

Theorem 2.5.3. The representations {ïï̂  | q = 0,±1,..} 
of A are physically equivalent.
Proof.

It suffices to prove that ïï̂  and are
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physically equivalent.
Let w be a state on A given by a finite linear 

convex combination of vector states in the representation 
TTg. That is, w has the form

w(') = Xi(z^,iVq(-)z^)

for some integer N, vectors || z J| = 1,

and X^e 3R, = 1.

Let N(w,A^,...,Ap,e) be a w*-neighbourhood of w ;

N(w,A^,..,Ap,e) = {(Aj*eA*"̂ | |w'(A^)-w(A^)|<G,&=l,..,p}

Suppose, first, that A^,...,A^ g A(0), for some region

O. Let Z be as in lemma 2.5.2. Then we can choose 
hĵ G 2^nFg, i = 1,..,N, ||hj| = 1, such that the state

w'(") =

belongs to N(w,A^,..,Ap,%G). (This is possible because 

EnFq is dense in F^, and N and p are both finite).

Define a positive linear functional P-̂ (*) 

given by

Pa(') =

where suppf is compact in IR^.p^ is not a state, since 

it is not normalised; p^(‘)/P^(D is a state, however.Ci a
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By lemma 2.5.1, we can write p (A ) as_ ^

i = l,..,p, for |a| sufficiently large.
Now, by lemma 2.5.2, we see that

p^(X) -*• 0)* (X) as I a| 00,

for X =IL,A-i,.. , A Î i.e. p(X)/p(IL) -► w (X).0. P  5  2

Therefore, p^(-)/p^(E) e N(w',A^,..,Ap,%e) for |a|

sufficiently large, in which case P^^O/p^dL) is in

the neighbourhood N (cj#A^,.. ,A^,e) of w.

We must remove the condition A^,..,ApS A(0).

Let A^,..,ApG A. We can find A^,..,Ap e A(0), for some

0 , such that ||Â -Â || < e* for Z = l,..,p.
Given Ü), we construct p^(*)/p^(IL) as above, and

deduce that it belongs to N(w,A^,..,A/,E). But

| w ( A % ) - P a ^ A % ) / P a ( l ) |  < | w ( A ; ) - P g ^ A ; ) / P a ( m |

+ 2||a;-aJ|
< 3g .

Thus Pad)/p^(l) e N(w,A^,..,Ap,3e). Since e>0 was 
arbitrary, we conclude that the set of finite convex 
linear combinations of vector states in is w*-

dense in those in
Reversing the rôles of q and q+1 and replacing 4> 

by 4>* in the above argument, we conclude that is
physically equivalent to QED.
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We can now apply Fell's theorem to the various 
sectors, with the conclusion that all the Hg have the 
same kernel. It follows that © has the same kernelq q

as each Wg. But ©ïïg is faithful, and so the same is 

true of the representations TTg.

Theorem 2.5.4.
Each TTg is a faithful, irreducible representation

of A. In particular, A is primitive. If q ^ q', then 
TTg and TTg, are unitarily inequivalent.

Proof.
We have already noted that each iTg is faithful.

To prove the irreducibility and inequivalence, we
reproduce the proof given by Doplicher, Haag and
Roberts (19).

We define the mean of an operator with respect
to the unitary representation F (•) of the gauge group T ,

m ; 1(F) B(g)
, 2tt -

m : X + F ( a ) x r(a)"-̂ da0
The integral is a weak integral. Clearly, m is a map 
from 1(g) onto { F (a) | a e T

Lemma 2.5.5.
(a) F(a)m(')F(a)"^ = m(F(a) (•)F(a)” )̂ = m(").
(b) m(*) is weakly continuous on bounded sets.
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Proof.
(a) is obvious.
(b) We shall give an explicit alternative proof to 

that of (19).
Let X be a weak limit point of the set 

{Aeg(E) I ||a || < K). Let {X^} be a net with ||x̂ || < K V v 
such that X^ converges weakly to X. We must show that 
m(X^) m(X) weakly.

Let z,z'e F. Then

: -1(z',(m(X )-m(X))z) = / (z*,T(a) (X -X)F (a) ^da
V  ’* 0  V

= / (r(a)*z',(X^-X)r(a)*z)da

where we have identified T with
Fix aoG T. Then, given e>0, there exists v(ao) 

such that V v>v(ao)

I (r(ao)*z‘, (X^-X)r(ao)*z) I < e.

However, the continuity of F(«) in a implies that this 
inequality, with 4e on the r.h.s., holds for all a in 
some neighbourhood of cxo.

To see this, put A^= X^-X. Let a be fixed. Then, 
given £>0, there exists v(a) s.t. V v>v(a)

I(F(a)*z',A^F(a)*z)| < e.

Let v,v*>v(a). Then

|(z',F(G)A F(3)*z) - (z*,F(a)A ,F(a)*z)|
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< I (z',r(B)A^r(6)*z) - (z',r(a)A^r(a)*z) I

+ I (z* , r  (a)A^r (a) *z) - (z',r(a)A^,r(a)*z) I

< |(z',r(6)A^r(e)*z) - (z*,r($)A^r(a)*z) |

+ 1 (z’,r(B)A^r(a)*z) - (z',r(a)A^r(a)*z) I

+ I (z',r(a)A^r(a)*z) - (z’,r (a)A^,r(a)*z) I

l l | z ' l l l | A ^ | | | | r ( B ) * z - r ( a ) * z l |  + | | z | | | | A ^ | l | | r ( B ) * z ' - r ( a ) * z - | |

+ e + e (since | | r ( * )  || = 1)
< 3e provided |B~oi| < some 6, since r ( * )  is strongly 

continuous, and ||A || £ 2K V v.
Hence

I (z' ,r(B)A^r(B)*z) I < 4e 

for |B~oi| < S i and V v>v(a), as asserted.

Now, by varying ao over T, we get a family of 
v(a)'s, and a corresponding family of neighbourhoods, 
{N(a)}. The {N (a)} cover T, and so the compactness of T

implies that there exists s.t. T = U^_^N(a^).

Let 0 > max{v(a^)|i=l,..,N}. Then, for any aeT, and v>0,

I(r(a)*z*,(X^-X)r(a)*z)I < 4e

since acN(a^), some ie{l,..,N}.
Hence, V v>0,

|/\r(a)*z', (X^-X)r(a)*z)da | < 4e.

This completes the proof of part (b) of lemma 2.5.5.
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Lemma 2.5,6.
Let B be a C*-algebra in B(F) such that

m(B) C B, then (B F (T) ' )”= B~n r (T) * .
(The bar denoting the weak closure).
Proof.

Since m(B) C B, (a) of lemma 2.5.5 gives
Bo,r(T)' = m(B). Thus (B /̂ r (T) ' )"= m(B)"'.

Now suppose B is a weak limit point of B. Then, 
by Kaplansky's density theorem (31), B is a weak limit 
point of a net {X^eB| ||x^|| £||b||v v}. It follows
from lemma 2.5.5 (b) , that m(X^) -► m(B) weakly, and
m(B) e m(B) . Thus m(B ) C m(B) .

Any Bem(B) is the weak limit of elements of B
invariant under m. As above, we can find a net, {X^},
in m(B) with m(X^) -► m(B) weakly. But X^e m(B) implies 
that m(X^) = + B weakly. Thus m(B) = B, and so
m(B) C m(B~). We have, then, that m(B ) = m(B) . 
Therefore m(B'”) = m(B) c B , and so, by lemma 2,5.5 (a), 
B ~ r  (T) * = m(B~) .

Hence B” /^r(T)' = (B nF(T) ')"". QED.

We are now in a position to prove theorem 2.5.4.

From the definition of A(0 and hr we get 

A(a) =IF(ô)^r(T)' =m(IF(Q)) 

and, by the norm continuity of m,

A = m(]F) = 3Fr\r(T) ' .
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Now, by theorem 2.3.3, IF is irreducible, and so, 
by lemma 2.5.6,

a“ = r (T) ' = r (T) ’.

So we see that the sectors F reduce A as well as A.=q — =
Moreover, r(T)' = 0 B(F ) , and so each w_(A) is~ q— q —
irreducible.

Let Eq denote the projection onto F^. Then 
F e r(T)' o  (T)" = A A A'. Thus E and E , are theq  —  =  == q  q

central supports of ïï̂  and , (31). These are

orthogonal for q ^ q', and so and are disjoint

(see 5.2.1 (iii) of (31)), and are.therefore 
inequivalent. QED.

Thus, regarding A as an abstract algebra, we see 
that the axioms 1 - 5  are satisfied.

We proved, in theorem 2.5.3, that the sectors 
are physically equivalent. In fact, they are strongly 
locally equivalent in the sense of Borchers (32).

Definition 2.5.7. Let wi and ïï2 be two representations 
of the quasilocal algebra A. We say (32) that tti and 
ÏÏ2 are strongly locally equivalent if and only if 
for any region O in M, the C*-algebras irirA(Û' ) and 
nzr&XQ/), where à(Q*) is the C*-algebra generated 
by (A(Qi)| Qi a space-like region with respect to 0}
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are unitarily equivalent.

ÏÏ1 and 7T2 are called locally equivalent if and 
only if tti|̂ A(0) = îT2r‘A(0) for any region 0.

Theorem 2.5.8.

The representations {tt̂  | q = 0,±1,±2,..} are 
strongly locally equivalent.
Proof.

Let O be an arbitrary region in M. Let ÇeH(O) 
be such that its Cauchy data has the form (h,0).

The unitary operators expis (h)+(j>* (h) ) and
expis(i#*(h)-i#(h)) commute, and so they can be 
expressed as complex functions of unit modulus defined 
on some measure space S; i.e. there is a unitary 
equivalence U between F and L^(S,dm), such that the 
aforementioned unitary operators are represented 
as multiplication operators (17).

By taking the strong derivative with respect 
to s, and using the fact that |Pveç|̂ + | Imç | ̂
for Ç e Œ, we conclude that

Dom (|)(h) = Dom (J)* (h)

= Dom ((j) (h)+(j>* (h) ) A  Dom ((J)* (h)-(j) (h) )

and that U(f>(h)U  ̂ is multiplication by a complex
valued m-measurable function on S with domain UDom 4>(h). 
In other words, (h) is a normal operator (17).
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<p (h) can be written as

4(h) = /4*(h)4(h) V

where V = 4 (h)//4*(h)4 (h) is a unitary operator.
(This decomposition is obvious by virtue of the fact 
that 4 (h) is equivalent to a multiplication operator). 
Now, 4* (h)4(h) is self-adjoint on its natural domain, 
and commutes with r (T), and so therefore does /4*(h)4 (h) 
But 4 (h) is a map from the q-sector into the q+1- 
sector. It follows that V is a unitary operator 
mapping onto Moreover, V is a function of
operators in IF (0), and so commutes with all 
operators commuting with IF (0). In particular, V 
commutes with A(O'), and since A(O') leaves the sectors 
invariant,

V iTq (A (O') = TTq^i(A(0') V on F^, V q,

i.e. Wg r A(o') = A(6 ').

By iteration, we see that

TTq r A(o') = TTq.r R(o') 

for any q,q' = 0,±1,±2,... QED.

Remark This proof breaks down if we take the local 
field algebras IF(Q) in definition 2.3.2. This is 

because 4 (h) is equal to

%(4(h)+4*(h)) + ^i(14*(h)-14(h))

= %(4+(h)@ 1 + l@4_(h)) + %i( l@n_(hi)-w^(hi)8 U)
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where hi (k) = h(k)y(k)'"^.

Consequently, V cannot be associated with IF(0), and 
so we cannot deduce> as before, that V commutes with 
the commutant of IF (0) .

ling the '"-localisation, it has been proved by 
G.Dell'An\onio (57), and independently by J-L.Bonnard 
(unpublished^, that gauge transformations of the second 
kind (i.e. thos^ in which a is x-dependent) are not 
locally implementable. (An automorphism of the global 
algebra is said to be\locally implementable if its 
restriction to any locals algebra is implementable).

This would appear to\contradict the work of 
M.Fitelson and R.Johnson (58)\ in which they are able 
to construct the local generator^ of such 
transformations (-albeit in two spaqe-time dimensions).

The point is that these transformations may well 
turn out to be locally implementable witn\respect to 
our preferred, and in our opinion, more phy^cal, 
localisation. This, and related questions, is a^ 
present under investigation.
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3 The Massless Bose Field, its Sectors
and Associated Charged Fields. (̂ 59)

In chapter 2, we showed that the inequivalent 
representations of the observable algebra, A, (defined 
as the gauge invariant part of the field algebra, IF), 
occuring in an irreducible representation of IF were 
strongly locally equivalent. Since the observable 
algebra. A, contains all the physical information, 
we can regard IF as an auxiliary construct. That is 
to say, it should be possible to construct charge 
carrying fields given the algebra h- In other words, 
given A in the vacuum sector, we should be able to 
construct all other sectors.

We shall not do this in complete generality, 
but rather we shall consider a particular model. We 
take A to be the C*-algebra associated with the 
massless boson field in two space-time dimensions.

We shall construct various inequivalent 
representations of A - those given by applying 
localised automorphisms to the Fock representation. 
These representations turn out to be strongly 
locally Fock, and each one contains a strongly 
continuous representation of the restricted Poincare 
group, having energy-momentum spectrum in the closed

— I"forward light cone, V .
We find that our "charge" takes doubly- 

continuous values, i.e. values in IR̂ IR, and that the
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charge carrying fields do not obey the Bose-Fermi 
alternative, except for a discrete countable number 
of values of the charge.

Finally, we identify an uncountable number of 
copies of the torus with the gauge group : G = 2

where I = [o,l)x[o,l) and is the torus for all ael.
Our model is suggested by an early paper of

Skyrme (33,34), where there is an explicit formula 
for the fermion fields in terms of the boson field.

It should be mentioned that the study of the 
charge sectors given the charge zero sector was 
initiated by H.J.Borchers in the mid-sixties (32).
His results, however, are inconclusive.

§3.1. The Zero-Mass Bose Field in Two Dimensions.
The construction of the local algebras etc.

is almost the same as for the case of a massive field
the difference is that the invariant measure on the 
positive-energy mass-hyperboloid is singular for 
zero-mass particles. This creates problems if we 
want to consider the field as a Wightman field, i.e. 
as an operator-valued distribution. In fact, there is 
no such field in two dimensions (35,36). This is 
because there is no Lorentz-invariant tempered pcsifve/ 
distribution defined on the light-cone (35). We 
avoid this difficulty by restricting our test- 

function space (37).
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We shall give the complete construction of A 
for the massless case, as this is simpler, and less 
messy, than pointing out the differences between the 
present case and that for the massive field.

Let us take an explicit, and less abstract, 
formulation of Fock space, and the creation and 
annihilation operators.

The one-particle space is K = L% (B,dQ), where 
dfi = dp/2|p|. We shall also use w to denote |p|.

Let H be the Fock space over K ;

H = ®K =

where K^= Œ, and is the space of symmetric

complex-valued functions of n variables, square- 
integrable with respect to the product measure 0^dQ

Definition 3.1.1.(29)
For each FeL^(R,dp), we define the annihilation 

operator as the closed operator, given by its action 
on homogeneous elements of H as

a(F) : Kq-»- {0}, 

a(F) : K^.^,

(a(F)h^)(p^,..,Pn_i) = /n/F(p)h^(p,Pi,..,Pn_i)d2
/2|p|
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a*(F) is its adjoint, given explicitly on 
homogeneous elements of H as

a*(F) :

(a* (F)h^) (Pĵ ,. . —1—1 I Pj |F (Pj)h^ (p^,. ,Pj , fP^+2)
/n+1

As before, a(F) and a*(F) define closed, 
densely-defined unbounded operators in H. If one puts,
formally, F (*) = 6(*-p), a(F) and a*(F) become the 
creation and annihilation forms a(p) and a*(p), as 
defined in (29), for example.

To define the time-zero fields, 4, ir, let D 
denote the real test-function space of smooth 
functions on IR with compact support.

Let Do = { fen I f (0) = O }, where, as usual, 
f(p) = (2ïï) ^/f (x)e^^^dx.

Let us denote by M the set of real-valued 
pairs (f,g)Egoxn. Then, for (f,g)eM^ we define

*(f) = 2"^(a*(F_)+a(F^))

TT(g) = 2"^i(a*(G_)-a(G+))

where F+(p) = |p|”^f(±p) ; G+(p) = lp| g(±p).

Our restriction to fego implies that f(p) is 
analytic in p in a neighbourhood of the origin, and 
that it behaves like p near the origin. Thus |p| f(p)
is finite at p = O, and so belongs to L^( IR,dp). 
Accordingly, 4(f) is a well-defined operator with
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dense domain. In fact, as in §2.1, 4 (f) and tt (g) are 
essentially self-adjoint on H', the algebraic direct 
sum of the K^.

Let Ç be a solution of the two-dimensional 
wave equation, = O, with Cauchy data
(f,g)eM ;

Ç(x,0) = f (x) , S(x,0) = g(x).

We have a correspondence between M and a subset 
of real solutions of the wave equation. Let us denote 
this subset also by The restricted Poincare group, 
in two-dimensions, acts on these solutions, as in §2.1, 

by
{a,A} : Ç

- 5 (A ^(x-a)), X e .

Now, M is invariant under this action. To see 
this, we note that the Wronskian between any two 
solutions is invariant. Taking and the constant
solution, we have that /|(x,0)dx is invariant. But 
f (0) = 0 is equivalent to /f(x)dx = O, and so this 
invariant is zero, and implies that ^(x,0)eno.

Let us denote 4(f)-n(g) by {4,C}, 
where Ç ■<"»■ (f,g) e M. (The notation is meant to 
indicate that 4(f)-n(g) is the Wronskian between 
the two solutions 4 (x,t) and Ç(x,t) of the wave- 
equation). As in §2.1, {4,S) is self-adjoint and 
has H* as a core; moreover, we have the Segal-Weyl
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relations :

W(Çi)W(Ça) = e-l%(S''S:)w(Si+S2)

r

where W(Ç) = and { ^ 1 ,^2 } is the Wronskian.
Just as in §2.1, we can give M a local structure.

Definition 3.1.2.
We define M(Q) as the set previously denoted 

by E(Q), but we only consider convex regions Q  in 
Minkowski space, M.

Definition 3.1.3.
We define hiO) , for an arbitrary region Q in M, 

as the von Neumann algebra generated by the set 
{ W(Ç) I ÇeM(Oi), Qi in Q).

So although we have only defined M(Q) for convex 
regions, Q, in M, we have defined A(a) for arbitrary Q.

According to our definition, W(Ç)eA(Q) if and 
only if W(Ç)eA(Oi)r for some convex (and therefore 
connected) component Qi of Ü. Suppose Q = QiU Q2, 
with Qi, Û2 disjoint convex regions. Then it is 
natural to require that A(Q) be generated by A(ûi)ÜA(Ü2) 
If we had defined A(Q) as the algebra generated by 
the W(5) with ÇeM(ü) (defined as the analogue of H(Q)), 
then there would be operators, W(Ç), in A ( Q ) , such 
that the restrictions of C to üi and Q2 fail to give
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elements of A (0 %) and A(02), respectively, because 
the condition that /Ç(x,0)dx = O would fail. This 
will be the case, for example, if Ç(x,t) is non
negative in Oi, and non-positive in O2. A(0) would 
not then be equal to the von Neumann algebra 
generated by A(Oi) and A(02). It is for this reason 
that we insist that W(Ç)eA(0) only if ÇeM(Oi) for 
some convex region Oi in O.

We have defined A(0), for each region 0, to 
be a certain von Neumann algebra of operators. This 
is not essential in that we could have taken them to 
be C*-algebras, i.e. replaced von Neumann by C*-
in definition 3.1.3. However, our results are stronger
if they hold for the A (0) as von Neumann algebras. 
Since any von Neumann algebra is also a C*-algebra, we 
can still view A(Q) as an abstract C*-algebra by 
ignoring the underlying Hilbert space.

A is defined to be the norm closure of
{ A(0) I O a region in M } in B(g).

The condition /Ç(x,0)dx = 0, necessary because 
of the infra-red problem, i.e. the singularity of the 
measure dQ, may be interpreted "physically" by saying 
that , being a potential, is not observable: only the 
"field" -V4 can be observed, or rather, its smeared 
form -/V4 (x)h(x)dx = 4 (9b) = 4 (f)f where f = Vh e Do 
if h e D. With this interpretation, A is the algebra 
of observables of the theory.
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We remark that h  is irreducible. This follows 
from lemma 2.1.6, together with the fact that both 
D and Do (the Fourier transforms of D and Do,resp.) 
are dense in the set = { feK | f(p)=f(-p) } in 
the induced strong topology of K.

Definition 3.1.4.
As in §2.1, we define a strongly continuous

funitary representation of on H by extension of

{a,A} Uo (a,A)

(Uo (a,A)h^) (Pĵ ,.. ,Pĵ ) = e^^j=l '®*h^(A_J^^,. ,A_J;£̂ )

P r  I Pil

where (p,a) = p°a®-p^a^ and A is the space-
-1component of the two-vector A p.

Then

and so

Uo (a,A)W(Ç)Uo (a,A)~^ =

Uo(a,A)A(0)Uo(a,A)"l = A(AO+a)

with the obvious notation.
In the same way as for the massive case, the 

vanishing of the Wronskians {M(Q),g(Qi)} for space
like regions O and Oi, and the Segal-Weyl relations 
imply that A(O) and A(Oi) commute.
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Definition 3.1.5.

Let a:G Aut A be a representation of a group 
G by automorphisms of A. Suppose that the notion g-»-*» 
in G is meaningful. Then we say that A is asymptotically 
abelian with respect to the pair (a,G) if for any 
A,B G A,

norm lim La(g)A,B] = 0 .
g->co

Lemma 3.1.6.
A is asymptotically abelian with respect to the 

space and time translations given in definition 3.1.4. 
Proof.

The first part is obvious because of the 
quasilocal nature of A and the commutativity of the 
A(O) for space-like regions.

For the second part, we must show that

norm lim [Uo(t)AUo(t) ^,B] = O
t->oo

for any A,B g hr where Uo(t) = Uo(a,A) with {a,A} a 
pure time translation.

Suppose that A = W(Ç) g A(Q) , B = W(ti) £ h(Qi) •

Then
[Uo (t)AUo (t)"l,B]

becomes
[]W(Ç̂ ) ,w(n)] = exp i{Ç^,Ti}.

Now, any solution Ç of can be written in the
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form
C(x,t) = f(x+t) + g(x-t)

for some functions f and g, which can be chosen to 
be smooth, and with compact support for the case Ç e M. 
Therefore, Ç^(x,s) has the form

Ç^(x,s) = f(x+s-t) + g(x-s+t)
and

= I ((f(x-t)+g(x+t))n(x,0)

- (f*(x-t)-g'(x+t))n(x,0))dx

where f'(y) = df(y)/dy.
But n(x,0) and n(x,0) have compact support, and so, 
for sufficiently large t, = O. Thus

[Uo(t)AUo(t)"l,B] = O

for large t, for this choice of A and B. Clearly, the 
same is true for A chosen to be finite linear 
combinations of finite products of various W(C), 
where Ç e M(0).

It follows that

[Uo (t)A(2)Oo (t)"l,B] = O

for large t, and B = W(n), n £ M(Qi), and therefore 
that

[Oo (t)A(0)Oo (t)"^,A(0i)3 = O

for large t.
Now let A,B e A be arbitrary. The norm density
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of {A(Q)IO in M} in A allows us to choose, for given 
e>0, Ai and Bi e A(0) and A(Oi), respectively, such 
that

II [Uo (t)AUo - [Uo (t)AiUo (t)~^,Bi] II < e

uniformly in t. The second commutator vanishes for 
large t, and the proof is complete.

The algebras A (0), O in M, and A, satisfy the 
Haag-Kastler axioms 1-5 of §1.2.

Moreover, Uo satisfies the spectrum condition, 
viz, the energy-momentum spectrum lies in the closed 
forward light-cone, ; there is a non-degenerate 
eigenvalue O of , \i = 0,1, the generators of Uo(a,l), 
corresponding to the eigenvector Q = 1 in Ko= Œ. 0 
defines a vector state on A, which is called the vacuum 

state.

§3.2. Localised Automorphisms.
Following Doplicher, Haag and Roberts (20), we 

make the
Definition 3.2.1.

An automorphism y of A is said to be a localised 

automorphism, localised in a region Ü, if

y (A(Oi) ) c  A(Oi) for all gi 3 Û

and if

Y r à(Q') = I r â(û').
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where i is the identity automorphism. (We recall that
A(g') is the C*-algebra generated by all the A (0%),
with Oi space-like with respect to O.)

In other words, y is localised in a region O if 
it has no effect on observables outside 0 , but maps 
observables in O into observables again located 
within O.

If duality holds, viz, A(0) = A(O')', for all 0,
then Y t A(O') = i  ̂ A^O') implies that if Oi O
then y (A(Oi)) C A(Oi). This is because, for A e A(Oi),
B £ A(Oi ') ,

[]a ,b] = O => y[A,B] = 0

[y(A),Y(B)] = 0 => [y(A),B] = O

since y [ A (O' ) = i |“ A (O' )

Y  (A) e A(Oi ' ) ' = A(gi).

However, in general, duality will not hold unless the 
regions O are suitably shaped (3). It is for this reason 
that the g are taken to be "double-cones" in (20).

It is the purpose of this section to construct
localised automorphisms with the above properties.

The effect of our automorphisms will be to add 
c-numbers to the fields 4 and tt. The operators W(C), 
therefore, just pick up a phase. We could treat 4 and 
ÎT separately; but to show that Poincare transformations 
are implemented in the various sectors we must exploit
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the properties of solutions of the wave equation, and 
the treatment is unified and "compactified" if we 
consider {4 , rather than 4 and tt separately.

Let 0: IR -►IR be such that d0(x)/dx e D 
and 0 (-00) = O. Thus 0 is a smooth step function, 
vanishing for large negative argument.

Each such 0 defines a pair of solutions of the 
wave equation (9^-9^)0 (x,t) = 0 by setting

0 (x,t) = 0 (x+t) or = 0 (x-t).

Definition 3.2.1.
Let N“ denote the set of such solutions, and 

let N be the real linear span of N and g .

Clearly, 0eN if and only if 0eM and 0(-“ ,O) = O. 
We want to give N a local structure - we can do this 

via M.

Definition 3.2.2.
Let g be a region in M. We define g(g) to be 

the real linear span of the set

{0eNI0eM(gi), gi convex, gi in g}.

Lemma 3.2.3.
If 0eN(g) , and if g' is space-like with respect 

to g, then 0(x,t) and 9^0(x,t) are zero on g'; i.e.
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0(x,t) is constant on connected components of O'. 
Proof.

Let & be a space-like line passing through O 
and O'. By a Poincaré transformation, {a,A}, we can 
transform Z into the line {(x,t)|t=0).

^a,A =a,A

t=0t=0

We may suppose that g is simply connected 

because of our definition of RiO) in terms of the 

M ( 2 i )  •

Consider 0 .(x,t). This can be written asa / A

0a ŷ (x,t) = 01 (x+t) + 02 (x-t)

with 0iE 02E Now, ©a^^(x,t) e M(0^^^) implies

that 0 .(x,0) and 0 .(x,0) have support in an
S i 0 I \  c i 0 I \

interval (a,b), space-like with respect to O^^^.

Thus 01'(x)-02*(x) and 0i"(x)+0 2"(x) have support in 

(a,b). (The dash denotes 3^).
It follows that 01'(x)+02*(x) is constant
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for x<a and for x>b (with different constants resp.). 
This, together with supp(02'(x)-02'(x)) in (a,b) 
implies that 0i'(x) and 62'(x) are both constant 
outside the interval (a,b). But 0% and 02 e N" and 
so 01' and 02' are zero outside (a,b). Thus

and
0a,A(x,O) ” 0i'(x) + 02'(x)

0a,A(x,O) = 81'(x) - 02'(x)

vanish on any interval disjoint from (a,b). It follows 
that 0(x,t) and 9^0(x,t) vanish on O', as asserted.

We shall realise the additive groups, N, N(0), 
by automorphisms of A. To this end, we make;

Definition 3.2.4.
For any 0 e N, the transformation y is defined 

on elements of A of the form W(Ç) by

y : W(S) 4. e^^®'^^W(Ç)

Lemma 3,2.5.
For each region Q in M, there is a unitary 

operator, V, (non-unique) which effects the 

transformation Y ;

Y(W(C)) = W(Ç)V~^ for all W(C) E A(Q) .

Proof.
Let 01G M be such that 0i(x,t) = 0(x,t) if
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(x,t) e O. Put V = W(-0i), Then, according to the 
Weyl relations :

W(Ç)v“  ̂= W(Ç)W(-0,)W(0i)e^^®‘

since {0,Ç} only depends on the values of 0 in 0. QED.

Corollary 3.2.6.

To each 0eN there exists a unique automorphism 
of A which reduces to y on elements of the form W(Ç). 
Proof.

Since the W(%) generate A(0), for CeM(Qi), Oi 
convex in O, y can be extended uniquely to an 
automorphism of A(O), implemented by V. Clearly,

if O2 contains pi, then y_ [ A(Oi) = • By taking— ~ V2 — — Ui
the inductive limit, we obtain the required 
automorphism which we shall also denote by y.

Remark.
0 (x,t)+c defines the same automorphism as 0 (x,t) 

for any constant, c. Thus the requirement that 
0(-oo,o) = O is one of convenience. The important 
property of 0 (x,t), as far as we are concerned, is 
the value of the difference 0 (+«»,0)-0 (-*>,0) .

The next lemma expresses the fact that y is a 

localised automorphism.
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Lemma 3.2.7.

Let Y be defined as in corollary 3.2.6, with 
OeN(O). Let Oi be space-like with respect to p.

Then Y T A(Oi) = l [“ A(Oi) .
Proof.

We need only show that {0,Ç} = O for all (O2), 
with O2 a convex region in 0%. The Wronskian {0,Ç} is 
given by

{0 ,Ç} = /(0 (x,t)Ç (x,t) - 0 (x,t)5 (x,t))d&
&

where Z is any space-like line. Choosing Z to run 
through O and O2, and using lemma 3.2.3, we find that

{0 ,%} = const./Ç (x,t)d£ = const.{1,%} = 0 ,
Z

as required. QED.

Suppose that 0(x,t) = 0 (x+t). Then the 
corresponding automorphism y corresponds to a 
displacement of the fields :

0 (f) 0 (f) + /f(x)0 (x)dx

ïï(g) “► TT(g) + fg (x)d0 (x)dx
dx

or, if we avail ourselves the distribution-theoretic 

notation 0 (x), tt (x) , where 0 (f) and n(g) are written 
symbolically as 0 (f) = fO(x)f(x)dx, and 
TT(g) =  / tt (x)g(x)dx, then we find that y corresponds 

to the displacements ;
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0 (x) -»■ 0 (x) + 0 (x)
and

TT (x) -► TT (x) + 0 ' (x) ,
If 0(x,t) = 0(x-t), then y would correspond to the
displacements

0 (x) "+ 0 (x) + 0 (x)
a n d  tt(x ) -*■ tt (x) - 0 ' ( x ) .
Since tt is the time-derivative of 0 , we see that y  is 
given by the displacement

0 (x,t) 0 (x,t) + 0 (x,t).
We call y a gauge transformation of the second kind,
since it is an addition of a space-time dependent
function, 0(x,t). We notice that if supp f ^  supp 0'
= supp g supp 0' = 0 , then 0 (f) and n(g) remain 
unaltered (-this because f e go). This is why we 
localise 0 in terms of its derivative.

If we admit the limiting procedure 0i -► H(x-xo), 
where H is the Heavyside step-function, and the 
function 0i of lemma 3.2.5 is 0i(x,t) = 0%(x+t), then
the unitary operator of lemma 3.2.5 becomes essentially
the fermion operator of Skyrme (33,34), These limits 
are not rigorous, however. It is essential to consider 

inequivalent representations of &.
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§3.3 The New Representations.
We consider A and the various A(O) as abstract 

C*-algebras - we shall denote by tto the representation 
of A by itself on H, which we now write as Ho•

For any of our localised automorphisms, y , we 
can define a new representation tt̂ , say, obtained by 
composing ïïq with y , viz.

TTy = TTo’y

acting on H q.
Thus tt̂ (A) = no(y(A)) for A e A.

Definition 3.3.1.
Define T, F (O), F" as the automorphism groups 

of A, obtained earlier, by choosing 0 in N, N(0), 
and N“, respectively.

These give various inequivalent representations 
of A. To prove this, we must first identify M with a 
subset of K, the one-particle space of go, and then 
prove a lemma on the implementability of certain 
gauge transformations.

For each Ç (f,g) e M, we can associate the 

function
h(p) = 2wg(p) - if(p) G K = l/(]R,dü), 

where, as usual, w = |p|, and dfi = dp/2w.
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As (f,g) run over Do%D, the corresponding h's run 
over a dense subset of K. Moreover, {^1,^2) is 
nothing but minus the imaginary part of the scalar 
product (hi,ha) in K :

Im (hi,ha) = Im /hi(p)ha(p)dfi

= Im / (2ü)gi (p)-if 1 (p)] (2o)g2 (p)-if2 (p)âQ

= /(£ 1 (p) 2a)§2 (p) - 20)gi (p) ?2 (p) )d̂ ^

= /(fi(p)g2(p) - gi (p) f 2 (p) )dp 

= /(fi(x)ga(x) - gi (x) f 2 (x) )dx 

= “{Çl»^2}
as asserted.

Now we need the lemma ;

Lemma 3.3.2.
Let ^IR be a real linear functional on M.

Suppose that x Is unbounded (where M is identified, 
as above, with a subset of K). Then the transformation

W(5) e^X(S)w(C)

% E My is not unitarily implementable.
Proof. (This is an adaption of Manuceau (38,39), after 

Roepstorff (40)).
X unbounded implies that there exists a sequence 

{Çn>r M n=l,2,.., with O in K, such that

X(%n) + n as n -► 00.
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Now, by lemma 2.1.7, O implies that W(%^) -+ U

strongly in H q.

Suppose the transformation W(*) •> e^^^*^W(*) 
were implementable, by U, say. Then

UW(Ç^)u“  ̂= , V n.

But as n -► a>, the l.h.s. converges strongly to U, 
whereas the r.h.s. converges strongly to -2 ; 
a contradiction.

Theorem 3.3.3.

(i) If and then tto'Yi - ^o'Yz if
and only if 0i(®) = Qzi^), where 01,82 e N^ define 

Yi and Ya-
(ii) If y~tV~ are defined by 0 (x±t), respectively, 

then the two representations ïï“ = ïïq'Y” are unitarily 
inequivalent unless 0 (<») = O.
Proof.

(i) Suppose, first, that 0i(~) = 02(™). Let 
0 (x) = 0i(x)-02(x). Then 0(x,t) = 0 (x+t) e M.
Hence, if 0j(x,t) = 0  ̂(x+t), j=l,2.

W(0)Yi (W(Ç))W(0)"^ = W(0)W(Ç)VT(0)"^e^^®*'^'

= Y 2 (W(Ç) ) .
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Since {W(Ç)|ÇeM} generates A, we have 

W(0)Yi (A)W(O)"^ = Yz (A)

for all A e A. Thus

no'YzfA) = TTo (W(0) Yi (A) W(0)

= TTo (W(0) ) ÏÏO ’Yi (A) TTo (W(0) ) ^

and so 7To (w (0)} e ttq (A) provides the required unitary 
equivalence.

To prove the inequivalence for 9i(“) ^ 62 /
we shall show that {0,*} is an unbounded functional 
on M, and use lemma 3.3.2.

“1More precisely, let Y = Yi'Yz . Y is defined 
by 0(x,t) = 6 (x+t) , where 0(<») 7̂ O ; i.e. 0's D 
but 0'^ Do- (We write 0'(x) for d0(x)/dx, and 0'(p) 
is the Fourier transform of 0'(x), not the derivative 
of 0 (p)). Therefore 0'(O) ^ 0. It follows, by the 
continuity of 0’(p), that there exists 6>0 and b>0 
such that, for |p| < 6, we have that |Re0'(p)| > b. 
(Since 0’ (x) is real, 0'(0) is also real).

Now suppose {0,*} were a bounded linear 
functional on M - identified with a dense subset 
of K. Then the same is true for {0,"} on the subset 
of elements of M of the form C = (0,g). On such 
elements, {0 ,*} is given by

{G,(0 ,g)} = -/ g(p)0'(-p) dp
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ii: t

Erratum ; p.77, lines 1-11 should be replaced by 
the following.

By assumption, this is a continuous linear

functional on 5 w.r.t. the norm |||g|||^= /2 | p ||g(p) | ̂ dp ,

and therefore has a unique continuous extension, Xs say,
to the completion, D^, of 5, w.r.t. |||*||1.

Since the topology of Schwartz' space Ŝ is
stronger than that above, we see that g C D^.
Moreover, the functional f / f(p)0'(-p)dp is
continuous w.r.t. the £ topology. Let feS^ and

choose g E D s.t. g + f in S.°n = n =
Therefore

i -
- / fCp)0'C-p)dp - lim -/gj^Cp)0 ' (-p)dp

n

= lim X(gĵ ) = X(f).
' '

We now obtain'a'contradiction to the continuity
^  ' 'of X by considering smooth appfoj^&ati^s-'^o the '•

functions
h ( p )  z f l p l " ' " ' ' "  ; I p I i  «. . .  ' .
^ 0 ; otherwise

aince
I/h^Cp)0*C-p)dp| > b/n (/2|p||h^(p)|^dp)

= -2/ 2ü)g (p) 0 ' (-p)

The proof now proceeds exactly as in (i). The unitary
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= “/ 2o)g (p) 9 ' (-p) d<3.

But, as g runs over D, 2wg(p) runs over a dense 
subset of a real subspace, of K, - the real
subspace of hermitian functions, i.e. those with
h(p) = h(-p). {0,*} can be extended, therefore, by 
continuity, to the whole of this subspace. This 
implies (by Riesz' lemma) that 0’(*) e

This is a contradiction, however, because, 

as remarked above, |Re0'(«)| > b > 0 in a 
neighbourhood of p=0, and so

/ I 0 ’ (p) I ̂ df2 = 00.

Hence, {0,*} is unbounded on M. Thus, by lemma 3.3.2, 
Y is not implementable. But then it follows that 
ïïo'Yi and ttq^Yz cannot be unitarily equivalent. This 
completes the proof of (i).

(ii) We consider Y^'(Y )  ̂= Y, say. Then Y is 
defined by 0(x,t) = 0 (x+t)-0(x-t).
Now,

{0,Ç} = -/ 0(x,O)g(x)dx 

for C of the form (0,g),

= -2/ g (x)0'(x)dx 

= -2/ 2wg(p)0'(-p)

The proof now proceeds exactly as in (i). The unitary
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operator giving equivalence if 0 (+<») = O is W(0). QED.

Theorem 3.3.4.
Let yer^. Then restricted Poincare transformations 

are implemented in the representation wo*y.
Proof.

Suppose Y is given by 0(x,t) = 0 (x+t).
Under {a,A} e , W(Ç) becomes W(%^ ^). Now, in the

representation tto’Y/ these are represented by

ei{^'^^W(Ç) and e^^*^'̂ a, (̂  ,), respectively; soa f ii
we must prove the implementability of the map

for Ç e M, by operators in Ho : 
i.e. the map

W(Ç) +

Now, Uo(a,A) implements W(C) W(Ç^ .), so we musta f ii

implement

M(5a,A) " W(Sa,A)e'(G'Sa,A-S}

= w(Ç .)e^^®'^a,A^e"^^®a,A'^a,A^a , /V

since {•,•} is IP̂  invariant.

But Ç is arbitrary, so we must prove that
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W(Ç) W(Ç)e^^®”®a,A'^^ 

is implemented for any {a,A} e ipf

By theorem 3.3.3 (i), this is true if
0(oô O) = 0 . (w,0), and 0(“»,O) = 0 . (-™,0) = 0.a, ii a f i V
Any Lorentz transformation A takes the form x+t a (x+t), 

-1x-t a (x-t) for some a>0. Therefore, if
{a. A} = { (a® ,aM / A (a) } , then 0 . (x,t) = 0 (a (x+t)+a°+aM •a , A
Clearly, 0 . (<»,0) = 0 (o°) = 0(^,0) etc. QED.a,A

Remark 1.
Space and time inversions are not implemented 

except in ttq. This follows because, according to 
theorem 3.3.3, 0(-x,t) and 0(x,-t) define 
representations inequivalent to that defined by 
0 (x,t).

Remark 2.
Since, for any region Q, there are functions 

in N(Q), we see that P(Q) is non-trivial however 
small Q is.

Theorem 3.3.5.
Let Then Wo and no*y are strongly locally

equivalent.
Proof.

Let Q be a given region. If yer'*’(Q), then, by
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lemma 3.2.7, y f' A (O') = i and there is nothing to
prove. If y^T^(O), the idea of the proof is to move
Y into O by a unitarily implementable automorphism.
Let Yer^(Oi), and suppose y is defined by 0i£ (Oi)
Let 02G (0) with 02(*,0) = 01(*,0), and let y2 be
the automorphism corresponding to 02(x,t).

-1Accorainj to theorem 3.3.3 (i), y y z  is 

implemented; so ttq - 'TTo*yy2 •
-1 4.But y2 eV (O), (it corresponds to -02(x,t)), 

and so y2  ̂ A (O') = i.
Therefore ïïo T A (O') - ïïo*y A (O ' ) . QED.

Theorem 3.3.6.
+If yer , then the operators in TTo*y 

implementing 3P̂  may be chosen so as to give a
tstrongly continuous unitary representation of 

with energy-momentum spectrum in the closed 
forward light-cone.
Proof.

Suppose that y is given by 0(x,t) = 6 (x+t).
IT (A) = ïïo*y(A) is an algebra of operators acting in 
Ho. The action of ]P̂  in ïï is to map the operator

gi{0,C}^(^) into the operator e^^^'^g^W(Sg), ge IP̂ .

We saw in the proof of theorem 3.3.4, that this 
action is implemented by V(g) = Uo(g)W(0-0g_^),

twhere Uo is the representation of 3P̂  in t t o . The
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phase of V(g) is arbitrary. The Weyl relations imply 
that

V(g)V(h) = Uo (g)W(0-0g-l)Uo (h)W(0-0^-l)

= Uo (gh)w(0^-l-0^-l -l)w(0-0j^“l)

= U 0(gh)W(0-0^-lg-l)exp-%i{0^-l-0^-lg-l,0-0^-l}

= V(gh)exp-%i{0,0^}exp%i{0,0g^}exp-%i{0,0g}

tusing the invariance of {*,*} under IP^.

Thus
Ui(g) = Uo(g)W(0-0g-l)exp%i{0,0^}

is a strongly continuous unitary representation 
of in-TTf implementing the Poincare transformations

To show that the spectrum condition holds, we 
shall compute the generators of time and space 
translations.

Let s be a time translation. Then

0g(x,t) = 0(x,t-s) = 0 (x+t“s),

and so

Ui (s) = Uo(s)expi(#(0'-02g) - TT (0“0_g) ) exp^i{0,0g} .

The generator is the sum of the strong derivatives 
w.r.t. s, at s=0, of the three unitary operators 
appearing in the expression (divided by i) :-
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there being a common dense domain for these 
operators, viz, those elements of go' with rapid 
decrease for large arguments, or the one-dimensional 
analogue of Z in lemma 2.5.2.
Now,

0(8'-Gig) - n(8-e_g)

= 2^(a*(F_)+a(F^)) - 2^i(a*(G_)-a(G^)) 

where F+(p) = |p| ^(0'-61^)~(±p), 

and G+(p) = |p|^(0-0_g)~(±p).

Thus, the strong derivative, at s=0, (divided by i), 
of the middle term in the expression for Ui is, 

on E,

2 (-a* (p) 0 ' (“P) i/w (o)-p) + a (p) 0 ' (p) i/w (ü)-p) ) dp 
P P

where w=|p|, and we have used the forms a*(p) and 
a(p) together with a symbolic integration.

The strong derivatives of Uq (s ) and exp^i{0,0g} 

at s=0, are given on Z respectively by

Ho = /(A)a* (p) a (p)dp,

and / 0'(-p)0'(p)dp.

Hence Ui(s) has generator

/{coa* (p) a (p) - 2 ^ia* (p)0* (-p) /w (w-p)
P

+ 2 ^ia(p)0'(p)/w(w-p) + 0'(p)0'(-p)}dp
P
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= /(iüb* (p)b (p)dp

where
b*(p) = a* (p) + 2 ^10' (p) (w-p)

/w p
b(p) E a(p) - 2 ^10'(-p)(w-p)

/(i) ' P

In the same way, we find (using the fact that 
the generator for space-translations Uo(a) is 
-/pa*(p)a(p)dp ) that the generator of space- 
translations is given by

- /pb*(p)b(p)dp.

Evidently,

/o)b* (p)b (p)dp > I/pb* (p)b(p)dp|

i.e.
(h, /tob* (p)b (p)dp h) I (h, /pb* (p) b (p)dp h) |

for h in the domain of the operators in question. 
This is just a statement of the fact that the energy 
momentum spectrum lies in the closed forward light- 
cone . QED.

Remark 1.
This result is not surprising. Indeed, the 

transformation Y has the effect of taking 
0 (x) (f) (x) + 0 (x)

and
7T (x) TT (x) + 0 ' (x) .
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In terms of a*(p) and a(p), this is effected by the 
transformation

a*(p) -► b* (p) and a(p) -> b(p),

where b and b* are as in the previous proof. Thus, 
in as much as y can be extended to unbounded 
operators, we expect that /wa*(p)a(p)dp and 
“/pa*(p)a(p)dp transform into /wb*(p)b(p)dp and 
“/pb*(p)b(p)dp, respectively, and we would expect 
these latter to implement time and space
translations in the representation Wo'Y, as is,
in fact, the case.

Remark 2.
The vacuum in the representation TTo, 

viz, = (1,0,0,..) e Ho, defines a vector state in 
the representation tt = wo'Y- This state no longer 

has zero energy;

( S 5 , H i n )  = hf(é(x,0)‘+ (||(x,0))qdx

where Hi is the generator of time translations Ui(t).
This means that the phase of Ui is chosen such that
the average energy of the vector state is equal to 
the classical energy of the solution 0(x,t) of the 

wave equation.

Remark 3.
It is of interest to note that the representation
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üi(a,A), restricted to the cyclic subspace generated 
by S7f is infinitely-divisible (41). This follows by 
applying the criterion of Streater (41).

§3.4, The Sectors and Charged Fields.
We now turn to the definition of the sectors, 

and the charge carrying fields. As we saw in the 
last section, two representations tti and ïï2 , given 
by 01 and 02 £ N^, are unitarily equivalent if and 
only if 0i(°o) = 0 2 (°°) • An equivalence class of such 
representations will be called a sector, labelled 
by 0 (0°), called the charge of the sector, taking 
values in JR. For example, ttq has charge zero.

The charged fields will be defined as unitary 
transformations from one sector to another. We shall 
see that these will anticommute if they have a certain 
charge, or multiples of that charge. There will be 
fields that are neither Bose nor Fermi, as we expect 
from our form of lemma 2.3 of (20); viz, if 
are localised in space-like separated convex regions, 
and correspond to the same sector, of charge a, say, 
and if U is such that

Y 2 (•) = UYi
+ i(v ̂then YI(U) = e" U. The sign of the phase depends 

on whether Yi is localised to the right or left of Y2. 
That Y(U) ^ ±U is possible, is due to the fact that we 
have only one space dimension. Indeed, in three-
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-dimensional space, only y(U) = ±U is possible (20).
We select an arbitrary, but fixed, 0 e n "*",

with 0(w,O) = 0 (<») = 1. For each a e IR, we shall
write 0^ for a0 e N^. Such a 0^, and its corresponding
automorphism, , will be called standard.

For each a e 3R-{0}, let be a Hilbert space
isomorphic to Hq. Thus we have a family of copies
of Ho , indexed by IR.

Let [fj* be an isometric operator from Hq onto
H , with iD* = H.. . Define the representation tt of A
= 0L 0 Ho a =
on by

Wcj(A) = *3^o'Ya(A)$a A e

where ib : H + Ho is the inverse of ip*.
a — a —  ct

By theorem 3.3.3 (i), (tt̂ ,R̂ ) and (tt̂ ,!̂ ) are 
unitarily inequivalent if Define

F = ® H , and TT = ® TT .
a  =  a  a

H will be the Hilbert space in which the field
talgebra will be defined. If U^(a,A) represents

in (tt ,H; ), then H carries the representation ® ,a — a' —  ^ a ot
which satisfies the spectrum condition because the 

"a do.
We define on H by linear extension and a =

continuity of the map

%  = *o+6**6 r ' V G E]R.
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Clearly, \jj* is a unitary operator in H ; it is the 
charged field operator correseponding to the 
standard automorphism . We can now extend the 
definition to any y^e f"*", corresponding to M e N^, 

with M(x,t) = y (x+t) and y («>) = a.

Definition 3.4.1.
We define the representation ïï̂  of A on H by

'iïy(A) E for A e A

and the field (y) with charge a = y (®°) by extension 
of
I'Mn) r Hg 5 w^+g(w(M-Ga))$* r Hg 

for each 3 e JR, where is a standard representation

We understand this definition as follows : 
acting on creates a standard charge in We

can change this standard state to the required state, 
determined by M, by an element of A, namely W(M-0^); 
and this must be done in the representation 

\p*(y) is a unitary operator in g.

Lemma 3.4.2.
Let Q  be any given space-time region, and let 

M G r'** (Q) . Then ^*(y) commutes with 

Proof.
It suffices to prove this on each gg, since.
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by construction, tt is reduced by ®g =6
Let A E A(O'), and suppose that y (“) = a

Then

T|;*(y)TT(A) [ H g  =  iji* (y ) tt ̂  (A)

= *a+6 <’'')) ^a+g*:+6 (A)]tl-g

(writing W for W(M-G^)),

= ^:+g n,(Yg(Ya(W)A))*g 

= *a+g ’'»(Yg(Y„(W)Yg(A)}).l-g

since A (O' ) = i by lemma 3.2.7,

= *:+g ’'o{Yg(Y„(W)Y^(A)Y„(W)"\(W))}^g

But y^(W) = e^^W for some v e IR, and so 

Y„(W)Yg(A)Y^;(W)”  ̂= MY (A)W"1

= W(M-0^)Y (A)M(M-0^)”

= Y„(A).
Hence
i);»(y)w(A) f- Hg= **+g it|,{Yg(Y„(A) Y„(W)) } i|)g

= *:+g %^(Ya+g(AM)) ,j,g

= $*+g (Fo-Y„+g(A)) (iro-Y„+gW) $g
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= "a+g(") K   ̂ 2g

tt(A) ijj*(y) I' Hg QED.

Definition 3.4.3.
4.We define 3F (O) to be the von Neumann algebra 

generated by the set

(4^(y)|y++MEN+(0)} U {n (A) | AeA(g) } .

By lemma 3.4.2, we see that 

[f'̂ (Oj) ,7t(a(02)'J = 0 

if £1 and £2 are space-like separated regions.

Lemma 3.4.4.
Let £1 and £2 be space-like separated convex

-I-regions in Minkowski space. If MiG N (Oi) and 

M 2E N^(£2), then

(y 1 ) (y2) = ^^(y2)^*(wi)e^^

where M.j (x,t) = yy(x,t) and v = ±yi(“)y2 (“) according 
as to whether £1 is to the left or the right of £ 2. 

Proof.
Let yi (~) = a, and y2(°°) = 8/ and consider 

1|̂* (y 1 ) ij;* (y2 ) on any subspace of H.

$*(yi) **(yz) r Hg
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= *:+6+e ’'o{Y„^B+g(w(M,-0^))Yg^e(w(Ma-0g))}

= **+g+g ir(,(VJ(Ki-0^)W(M2-0g)e^^} if/g

where

^ = (®a+g+e'M'-Oa) + ^ ® g + e •

Now, fGu,0j} = O for any standards 0^ and 0^, as they 

are proportional. Thus

and so

iX i YW(Mi-0^)W(M2-0g)e = W(Mi+M2-0Q-0g)e

where Y ~ %{M2,Mi) + ^{Mj,0^} + ^{0^,M2>

+ (®a+g+E'"'} + (Og+e'Mz}

= (Ga+g+g,M,+M2) - U0„,Ma}

- ^{Mi.Ma} - %{0g,Mi).

Interchanging Mi and M2 and a and 3, we deduce that 

^*(yi) ^*(^2) = ^*(P2) ^*(yi)e^^ 

where v = {Mi,M 2}

= / (Mi(x,0)M2(x,0) - Ml(x,0)M2(x,0))dx 

= /(yi(x)y’(x) - yî (x)y2 (x))dx 

= ± yi(“) y2 {") as required.
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Remark.
If V>i (°°) and IJ2 (®°) are of the form / (2n+l)tt 

for some integer n, then i|̂ *(yi) and ^*(^2) anticommute 
at space-like separation.

So far we have only considered for convenience.
In the same way, the group F leads to a family of
inequivalent representations tt , corresponding toOt 1 f Ot 2
M e N, where M(x,t) = M^(x,t) + M (x,t), and 
M^(",0) = Oi, M (°®,0) = «2.

The charged field, acting on , is

where
M^(x,t) = yi(x+t) , M (x,t) = P2 (x-t) ,

0^ _ (y,t) = ai0i(x+t) + «202(x-t), a 1, cx2

for some "standards" 6.; and  ̂ is the standardj 0» 1, 2
charged field.

There is an analogue of lemma 3.4.4, but the 
expression for v is not quite so simple.

Just as in definition 3.4.3, the field algebra,
IF, is defined to be the C*-algebra generated by 
7r(A) and the i|)*'s.(it being the direct sum of the 
various inequivalent representations).

We have called the #*'s charge carrying fields -
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- we cannot think of them as particles ;e.g. the 
"two-particle" state is the same as the "one-
particle" state

We can define a gauge group on ® HI,K=l,K
as G = where (a,3) e [o,l) x[o,l) and

is the torus, for each (a,3).(H is the representation1 , K

Space for the irreducible representation tt of A) .1 , K
G acts on © H as follows;I ,K=1 ,K

where m,n e 2Z, a,b e [o,l) are given by 

I = m + a , K = n + b .

g . and g . are the (a,0) and (0,b) components of3  I vJ vJ f ID

g^ gC G, respectively.

This ties in with the ideas of Doplicher, Haag 
and Roberts (19), where it is shown that, without loss 
of generality, the gauge group may be chosen to be 
compact, and that the physical spectrum of A, i.e. the 
representations of A occuring in IF, is in one-one 
correspondence with the irreducible representations 
occuring in the gauge group. Indeed, we have defined 
G so that this is the case.

Let us also remark that, contrary to the
philosophy that fermions must be involved in the basic 
formalism (42) , we have constructed such from the 
observable algebra, Ar given in the charge zero sector.
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4. The Time Evolution of Quantised Fields.
So far we have considered only free systems.

The purpose of this last chapter is to discuss the
time evolution corresponding to a certain class of
interactions. These will be rather "mild", and, in
general, non-local. Nevertheless, it is felt that
this may be a "half-way" step to more realistic
theories. Indeed, we can define, quite rigorously,
a time evolution corresponding to a four-fermion
interaction, provided the interaction is given by
smeared fermions. We can also define a time evolution
corresponding to an interaction of the form

 1_________
1 + /f (x) ; (x) :dx

a "smeared" version of interaction densities recently
considered by Efimov and Salam and co-workers(43,44).

However, it still remains to investigate the 
"unsmeared" version of these theories; i.e. the limit 
as all test-functions become 6-functions.

It may also be possible to treat two space-time 
dimensional models such as by putting in a
spectral cut-off on the self-adjoint operator 
/g (x) (x) :dx, obtaining a time evolution
automorphism by our rather elementary methods, and 
then taking the limit (in some sense) as this spectral 
cut-off is removed. This could be an alternative to 
the methods of Glimm and Jaffe, or those of Segal, and
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Simon and H0egh-Krohn (45) . The idea of putting in a 
spectral cut-off appears in Guenin's lectures at 
Colorado in 1966 (46).

§4.1. The Guenin-Interaction Picture.
The conventional approach to study interactions 

is to use the so-called interaction (or Dirac) 
picture of the time-evolution (see e.g. (25)). This 
is related to the Heisenberg picture as follows :

*;(t) =

Aj(t) =

where the subscripts refer to the "picture", and 
Ho and H are the "free" and "interacting" Hamiltonians 
respectively. H is given as a sum of Ho and V, 
where V represents the interaction. It is then usual 
to "solve" the equation

(t) = -i (t)
dt

for ipj(t), by iteration - the perturbation expansion. 
Unfortunately, in many cases of interest, the formal 
object V has little or no mathematical meaning (47), 
the operator H having even less!

Even if we can give a meaning to H as an operator, 
there is no reason to expect the perturbation series 
to converge; in fact, in some cases it has been shown
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to diverge (48). Segal has suggested that, in order 
to avoid the divergences of quantum field theory, 
one might take the time-evolution as an automorphism 
of the algebra of observables, not necessarily 
spatial (49). The operative question, however, is 
how can one define these automorphisms? We shall 
follow Guenin in considering the "inverse" 
interaction picture. Guenin's idea (46) was to let 
the states evolve trivially, rather than the operators 
as in the usual interaction picture. Thus;

-iHot.

and therefore

The Heisenberg picture operators are thus

Ajj(t) = Ag(t)

The point is that the map

A = Ag(0 ) Ag(t)

may have a well-defined meaning, even though the
iHt"unitary" operators e may not exist.

We will show this to be the case for our 
"mild" interactions; this extends to arbitrary dimension 
Guenin's result (46). (Actually, we shall only 
consider four dimensions, but the extension is 
trivial).
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We should point out that the time-evolution, as an 
automorphism group, has been successfully illustrated 
for the Heisenberg ferromagnet (50), certain fermion 
systems (51), and quantum spin systems (52,53).

We shall take a slight variation of the axioms 
1-5 of §1.2. Explicitly, we shall adopt axioms 1, 2, 
and 3 of §1.2, together with

Axiom 4'
We are given a continuous homomorphism Tor from 

IR'* into Aut A, the automorphism group of A (furnished 
with ths strong topology of operators on a Banach 
space), such that

To(â)A(£) = A (O )

where O = {x eK** 1 x-a e 0}.=a ' —

Thus, the continuity means that 

II To (a) A - A II -► 0

as a -► O in F**, for each A E A.
We shall call To the free field dynamics.

Examples. 1.
The A(Q) ,4 defined in §2.1 for the massive neutral 

boson field, together with
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To(a) (•) = U(a) (')U(a)"l

a e IR**, do not satisfy the continuity requirement, 
axiom 4'. We must "resmear" the algebras.

If A G A, and f e D( IR*') , define

A(f) = / f(x)To(x)A d*'x,

where the integral is a strong integral on Fock space. 
Then

II To(a) A(f )-A(f ) II = II /f (x) To(a+x) Ad^ - /f (x) Tq(x ) Ad*k ||

= II / (f (x-a) - f(x)) Tb(x)A d& ||

< / I f (x-a) - f (x) I II To(x )a || dx

= ||a || / |f(x-a) - f(x)|dx

+ O as a + O, as required.

The algebras A (£) must now be adjusted to take account 
of the finite size of the support of the various f's. 
(This corrects an error in (54)).

2. In two space-time dimensions, we could do the 
above modification for the case when To(*) is the 
space-time automorphism group of Glimm and Jaffe 

corresponding to a interaction.

3. The usual algebra generated by even powers of a
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free Dirac field satisfies our requirement. (The 
continuity condition of axiom 4 * holds because of 
the bounded nature of fermion fields.)

§4.2. The Cut-Off Interaction.
Let V e hiOi) be such that V = V*, and write 

for To(0,a)V, and V(t) for T^-t,0). The minus sign 
appears here, rather than in many places in the sequel 

We would like to consider the translationally 
invariant interaction given by /V^d^a. However, this

will not generally exist as an element of A. We must 
first introduce a space cut-off, and remove it, in 
some sense, later on.

Let us define the cut-off interaction

= / V d^ar ' a
lâllr -

as a Riemann-Bochner integral (55), and, so defined, 
it lies in A. we have that

To(-t,0)Vj. £ Vj.(t) = / V^(t)d’a.
Ial<r “

This perturbs the dynamics To(t) and defines a new 
one-parameter group of automorphisms. We shall show 
that the limit as r + * exists, and defines a space- 
translation invariant time-evolution.

As we have already said, Guenin defines
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Agit) = ^

which, when "differentiated" and "solved" by iteration, 
yields

where H = Hg + V. This suggests the following definition 
of the (Guenin) interaction picture evolution 
corresponding to the interaction ; 
t e K  :t T^(t)

T^(t)A E A + 1/ dti[v {ti),A]

t t 1
+ i V  dt,/ dt2[Vj.(t,) ,[Vj.(t2) ,a ] ]

for any A e A.
Now, To is an automorphism, and so

l | v ^ ( t ) | |  =| |V^I |  < /  l l v j i d ’ a = i  wrNlvll
lallr -

for all t. The (n+1) term of T^(t)A is a multiple 
commutator which can be expanded to give 2^ various 
permutations of (t^)...V^(t^)A.
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Its norm is therefore bounded above by

2" iivj" iiAii

It follows that the series converges in A in norm, 
for all t G 3R. T^(t) is thus a well-defined

map : A -► A for all t e 3P.

Lemma 4.2.1.
(i) T^{t)(AA+B) = XT^(t)A + T^(t)B

(ii) (t^(t)A)* = T^(t)A*

(ill) T^(t)(AB) = T^(t)A T^(t)B

for all te B, Xe(C, A,BeA.
Proof.

(i) is obvious, and so is (ii) since V = V*.
(iii) Denote by the sum of the first n terms of 
the series for T^(t)A, te3R, AeA. Then using the

fact that
||n+l(t) = i [v^(t),S^(t)]

it is not hard to show that

|^T^(t)A = i [Vj.(t) ,T^(t)A] .

Similarly,

|çT^(t)AB = i [Vj.(t),T^(t)AB] .
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Now,
d_
dt

Thus we see that T^(t)(AB) and T^(t)A T^(t)B satisfy 

the same differential equation and the same initial 

condition, viz, t^(0)AB = AB. It follows that

xj(t) (AB) = X^(t)A X^(t)B

for all t. QED.

Remark.
Lemma 4,2.1 says that t -► T^Xt) is a map 

; 3R ->■ End A ( - the endomorphism algebra of A) .

Theorem 4.2.2.
Let To be given as in axiom 4 ' , and let t^ be 

defined as above. Then, writing iô(t) for To(t,0) , we 
have that To(*)t^(«) is a one-parameter group of

endomorphisms of A.
Proof.

We must show that
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To(s) (s) To(t) (t)A = To(S+t) (s+t)A

for all AeA, and s,t e 3R.
Or, equivalently, since Tq( • ) is a one-parameter 

group of automorphisms,

T^(s)To(t)T^(t)A = Xo(t)T^(s+t)A.

Fix t ; then as in lemma 4.2.1, the l.h.s. satisfies 
the differential equation

&(-) = i [V^(s),(-)] .

The r.h.s. satisfies

^{To(t) (s+t)A> = To(t) i[v^(s+t) ,T^ (s+t)A]

= i[v^(s) ,To(t) (s+t) a ] .

Since they both satisfy the same initial condition, 
we conclude that they are equal for all s. QED.

Corollary 4.2.3.
The endomorphisms t^(*) are automorphisms of A.

Proof.
Let BeA. Put A = To(-t) (-t) To(t) B.

Then AeA, and Xo(t)x^(t)A = x^t)B, by the theorem.

Since x^t) is an automorphism, we conclude that
T TXp(t)A = B , and so x^Xt) is a map from A onto A,Vte IR,
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Suppose T^(t)A = G. Then To(t)T^(t)A = G, and 

acting on this with yields, by the

theorem, that A = O. Therefore T^(t) is one-one 

for all t e 3R. QED.

§4.3. Removal of the Cut-Off.
Let us now consider the limit of ( • ) as r*̂«>,

Definition 4.3.1.
Let r0 be the smallest real number such that

[Va(t),Vbts)] = O 

for all a,b with |a-b| > ro, where |t|<l,and |s|<l.

Definition 4.3.2.
Let A E A (0). Let r^ be the smallest real number 

such that
[ V a ( t ) , a ]  = o

for all |a| >r,, where |t| < 1.

Both r0 and r^ are well-defined on account of axiom 4' 
and axiom 3.

Theorem 4.3.3.
There exists 6>0 such that the limit T^(t)A

exists as r+w, for all AeA, uniformly in |t|£ô.
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Proof.
Let AeA(O) be given, and suppose |t| < 1. 

Then, according to definitions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, 
if |tj| £ ItI and |t̂ J < |t|, we have

= 0 if |a.- a^l > r„

and
[v (t.),a] = O if |a.| > .

Consider the general term, u^, in the series for 

Tp(t)A, viz.

l"/dt ../dt1/d ̂ a ../d 5 a 1[v (t ),C ..,[v (11),a]...]
0 n 0 R " R -n -1

where R = { a | | a | £ r } .
Working from the inside bracket, we see that

[v^(ti),A] is zero if |ai|>r^ ; similarly for the 

double commutator,

° [Vajt:)'Vajti)]A + (t. U 2 ) ,a ]

vanishes unless | ag- â  | < rg or |â | £ r^ . The same

goes for the other term -[]v^jt2 ) ,AV^ (ti ) ].

In general, the j-fold commutator will vanish unless 
lÊj-ÊiIlro or ... or 1a^-a^_j|<ro.
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It follows that the integrand of is zero outside 

the 3n-dimensional region S(n) given by

S(n) = '

51 = {ae I Iai|£r^}

52 = {ae I I a2|£r^}U{a| I a2“ai |£ro }

Sj = |â  |<r^}U{a| |aj-a^_.^|<ro}U. . .U{a| la^-ai |<ro}.

Thus II û ll is bounded by

/dt^../dti / d^a ..d^aill [V (t [V (ti),A]..]||
0 “ 0 C!/«\ “ £Lr» “ — 1(n) -n

Expanding the commutator gives the bound

The integral over S(n) can be split up into n: 
(overlapping) parts, each of the form of a polysphere 
in suitable co-ordinates, namely,

lâi ' laîlf^const., |a^|<const.,

where a! is either a^, when the constant is r^, or is

one of a.-a,  ̂ (2<k<j) when the constant is rg.—] —k-1 — —
For each j e {l,...,n} let us put
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4 „3
—j • —""A

and
4 3a .i,k = la |^J^j'^k-l> = 3^"» = ‘̂' say,

lâj &k-ll- «

for k = 2,...,j. Then the typical term in the integral
over S(n) is a. -,a~ . ...a, .6 ,12 n

where î  e { 1 , . Hence, the integral over S(n) is 

bounded by the sum

 ̂ ■■■

(where the sum extends over all possible values 

of 1 2 r ̂  2 f *

= D(D+d) (D+2d) ... (D+(n-l)d).

So a final estimate for || u^ || is

llUnlll 2" ||V|I" ||a || D(D+d) ... (D+(n-l)d)

Since each S(n) is a bounded 3n-dimensional 
region, each term of the series for T^(t)A becomes

independent of r for r sufficiently large.
But ||T^(t)A|| is bounded by the series

I  II All ya 2^ ||v|| " D(D+d) ... (D+(n-l)d),
n=0 nî
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which is uniformly convergent for |t| £ 6, 
where 6 < (2 ||v| |d)~^.

Therefore T^(t)A converges in norm, as r 
uniformly in |t| £ 6. The convergence depends on d, 
which depends only on r^, and is independent of A.
Thus T^(t)A converges uniformly in |t| £ 6 for all

A e { A (0) I O a region in M}.
Now let B G A be arbitrary, and let e>0 be given 

Then there is an A e A(O), some O, such that

||A - B|| < e/3.
Therefore

II T^(t)B-T^(t)B|| < ||T^(t)A-Tg(t)A|| + 2 ||A-B||

< £

for It I £6, and r,s sufficiently large. The x^(t)B 

therefore converge in norm as r -► «». QED.

Remark.

If we had taken s dimensions, rather than 3, 
the only difference would be that D and d would be 
replaced by the volumes of s-dimensional 
hyperspheres of radii r^ and r^, respectively. The

conclusion of the theorem remains unaltered.

Corollary 4.3.4.
The family { To(t)T^(t) | t e ]R }, where T^(t)
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denotes the limit of T^(t) as r define a strongly

continuous one-parameter group in Aut A.
Proof.

The relation To( s ) (s) To(t) (t) = To(s+t) (s+t) 

implies, by the theorem, that

To(s) T^(s) To(t) T^(t) = To(S+t) T^(s+t)

provided |s|,|t| and |s+t| are all £6.

The fact that each T^(t) is an automorphism

follows just as in corollary 4.2.3.
We shall utilise this group property to extend

'To(*)t^(*) to 111 £ 26. Let us write t («) for To(*)t^(*).

For 181 £ 26, define t (0) = T(x)T(y)
where |x|,|y| £ 6, and x+y = 6. The r.h.s. is a well-
defined automorphism of A. For |6| £ 6, this definition 
is no more than an identity.

Suppose that 6 < |8| £ 26, x+y = 6 = x'+y',
|x|,|x'|,|y|,|y'| £ 6, and x ^ x*. Then

T(x)T(y) = T(x')T(x-x')T(y)

= T(x')T(y-y')T (y)
(using x-x' = y'-y)

= T(x')T(y') ;

all the automorphisms occuring are well-defined since 
their arguments have modulus not greater than 6.

This simply means that t («) is independent of
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how we write 0 = x+y, i.e. is well-defined.
We have extended the range of t from |t| £ 6

to ItI £ 26. In the same way, we can extend this
to ItI £ 46, and so on.

Thus T(t) is a well-defined automorphism for 
each t e IR, and satisfies the group property. It remains 
to show that t(t) is strongly continuous in t;i.e. 
t(»)A is norm continuous in t for each A e A .

Let A e A(0), and let e>0 be given.
Then

II x(s+t)A - t (s )A|| = II T(t)A - AII 

II T^(t)A - To(-t)A|| 

since Tq has the group property,

< II xht)A-A|| + II A-1b(-t)A|| .

But
î in

||x^(t)A-A|| < II All Î lil, 2"||v||"d ... (D+(n-l)d)
n=l

< e/2 for ItI sufficiently small.

Also
II A - Xo(-t)A||< e/2 for small |t| by axiom 4*.

Therefore

II X (t ' ) A - X (t) a|| < e

for |t'-t| sufficiently small.
Now let A e A ,  and let B e A(0), some A(0),
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with II A - B|| < 2e/3.
Then

II T(t’)A-T(t)A II < II T(t’)B-T(t)B|| + 2 II A-B||

< E

for sufficiently small |t'-t|. QED.

Remark.
The conclusion of corollary 4.3.4 depends on the 

continuity assumption (axiom 4') of To .
Suppose that A is given as a C*-algebra of

operators on a Hilbert space, P. A weaker continuity
assumption on Tq is then that, for each A e A  and h e H,

II To(a)Ah - Ah II O in g, as a + O in 3R**.

T^(t)A can be defined as a series of strong integrals 
on H, and theorem 4.2.2, corollary 4.2.3, and 
theorem 4.3.3 remain unaltered. However, corollary 4.3.4 
must be modified ;

Corollary 4.3.4*.
If Tq satisfies the weaker continuity condition 

above, then the family {To(t)T^(t) | tG IR} define a
one-parameter group of automorphisms satisfying the 
same continuity condition as Tb(t) .

(Note that it remains true that x^(t)A is norm 
continuous in t, at t=0, for fixed A).
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Theorem 4.3.5.
T(t) commutes with space translations.

Proof.

Let A e A(0), some O, and let |t| £ 6.
Then we have

t
To(0,a)T(t)A = To(t,a) (a  + i/^dti/d^ai[v^(ti),A] + ... )

t
= To(t) (To(0,a) A+i/^ dti/d^ai[v^^^{ti ) ,Tb(0,a) a ] + ..)

= To(t) T^(t) (To(0,a) a ]

= T (t) To(0,a) A.

By continuity in A, we obtain the result for arbitrary 
A e A. To remove the restriction |t| £ 6, we use the 
group property of t .

Let s be given. Then there is t, with |t| £ 6, 
and an integer n such that nt = s. Thus, for A e A ,

To(0,a)T(s)A = To(0,a) T (s/n)^A = T (s/n)^To(0,a) A

by repeated application of the result for |t| £ 6,

= T(s)To(0,a)A QED.

We have obtained a translation-invariant 
automorphism group {%(t) | te3R} by removing the space
cut-off on V^, despite the fact that itself has no

limit. If, in addition, we have a continuous
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representation of 0(3) in Aut A, and if we choose V 
to be invariant under this action, the theory will 

be Euclidean invariant. (For example, an invariant V 
can be obtained by averaging an arbitrary V over the 
group 0(3) with respect to its Haar measure).

§4.4. The Heisenberg Fields.
Suppose now that A is the quasi-local algebra 

for the free field, as discussed in §2.1. To(t) and 
T(t) are then continuous in the weaker sense that 
II T (t) Ah - Ah II 0 as t -► O for each A e A  and each
h e H, the Fock space.

In this case, is a bounded operator in E,

and therefore Ho+ V^, where H implements the time

translations of §2.1, is a well-defined, unbounded 

self-adjoint operator with domain equal to Dorn. Ho.
It is not hard to see that T^(t) = To(t)T^(t) is

implemented by the unitary group with generator Ho+

From our estimates in theorem 4.3.3, it is clear 
that the convergence of T^(t)A to ?^Xt)A for |t| £ 5 
depends only on D and d and || a || . Mow, if A e A(Q) ,
D depends only on Q. Thus T^(t)A converges to ?^Xt)A

uniformly in || A || £ 1 and A e A(Q) , for fixed Q,
provided |t| £ 6.

Now let W(aÇ) e A(0), where
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W(aÇ) = exp ia (c() (f )-ïï (g) ) ,a e IR, as in §2.1.

This is strongly continuous in a, and the 
implementability of T^(t) implies that the same is

true of Tj^(t)W(aÇ). By the above comments, this

converges in norm, for |t| £ 6, as r -► «», uniformly 
in a, and so we conclude that T(t)W(aÇ) is strongly 
continuous in a, for |t| £ 6.

We can therefore define the sharp-time 
Heisenberg fields 4>(f,t), n(g,t) for |t| £ 6, as 
the self-adjoint generators of T(t)W(aÇ) for Ç 
given by Cauchy data (f,0) and (0,-g), respectively. 
Clearly, the domains of (p(f,t) and m(g,t) will 
depend on t.

Remark.
We do not expect t (t) to be implemented if To(t) 

is - this because of Haag's theorem (14). To obtain a 
representation of A in which T(t) is implemented, one 
method would be to find an invariant state on A and 
then employ the G.N.S. construction (23,24) to 
obtain a unitary operator U(t) implementing T(t) on 
a new Hilbert space. The difficulty is in showing 
that U(t) is strongly continuous in t, as is 
necessary if we are to define the Hamiltonian as its 
generator. This has been done successfully by J.Glimm 
and A.Jaffe (45) , and can also be done in our case in
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two-dimensional space-time using their techniques (56).
Another undesirable property of t (t) is its 

violation of causality. The various terms in T^(t)A 
spread out further and further, so that although A 
may be located within a bounded region, T(t)A is spread 
over all space for any arbitrarily small time, t.

§4.5. Almost-factorisable Interactions.
We can prove that x(t) is causal under an extra 

condition on V. Unfortunately, we do not know if there 
are any such V satisfying this condition.

To avoid the complications of the time-dependence 
of the O, let us suppose that we are given the local 
algebras, A(0), for a fixed time, say t=0, so that 
now Q is a region in IR^.

For example, the time-zero algebras for the free 
boson field are generated by the time-zero fields 
(f)(f), ïï(g) with f,g e n(3R^). (Note that A is the same 
here as in the 4-dimensional case).

Axioms 1-3, for the three dimensional regions 
will still be meaningful, and we shall suppose that 
they hold. Axiom 4' is the same except that we 
suppose To(t)A(Q) = A(Q|^|), where Û|^| is the region

O "spread out" by a distance |t| : Oi.i = U B, i,
- I t  I B in Û

where B is a ball, and B|^| is the ball obtained by 

increasing the radius of B by |t|.
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We would like t (t) to have this property, 
viz, T(t)A(0) = A(Q|^|).

Definition 4.5.1.

Let V E A(Q), for some region Q. We say that V 
is alrûo3t~factorisable if, for any given e>0, 6>0, 
there is a finite cover of 0 by open balls {B^|i=l,..,n},

with radii equal to Ô, and elements V.e A(B^) 
such that

II V - I V II < e.
1=1 ^

In other words, V can be approximated by a sum 
of elements in arbitrarily small regions. The following 
theorem is, therefore, not so surprising. (An example 
of such a V is given by any element in the intersection 
of all the A(C). In this case, V can be written as

V = , where = ^V, which clearly will satisfy

the conditions of the definition. However, in cases of 
interest, the intersection of all the A(Q) is trivial, 
or at least is contained in the centre cf h, in which 
case, is equal to the identity automorphism).

Theorem 4.5.2.
Let V = V*£ A(R), where R is a ball of radius P, 

be almost“factorisable. Suppose that To is causal,i.e. 
satisfies our modification of axiom 4', above. Then 
T is causal.
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Proof.

Let A G A(0), O a region in IR^. We note that if 
W c A(S), where S is a ball of radius o , then 
/d̂ a[ŵ ,A] e A(02̂ ).

The causality of tq implies, therefore, that

. ../d’â  ̂To(t)[Wg(tĵ ) ,[ .. (t̂ )̂ ,a ] ... ]
— 1 — m

(where W^(t) = To("t)W^)

/d3a^..dSa^^Xt-t^)[w^ ,To(t̂ -t2)|Iŵ  ,
— 1 — 2

—m

 ̂ =(^^am+|t|)
Let |e |< |t[< (2 ||v|| d) with d as in theorem 4.3.3, 

and let e>0 be given. Let N be an integer, and e'>0.
Then, since V is almost-factorisable, there is a finite 
cover of R, by open balls {B^| i=l,..,n} with radii

equal to 6 = ' and elements V^e A(B^) such
that

II V - v^ll < E' .

Now, it follows from our previous remark that
N .0 t. ̂

S„(6)A = T o (0 ) A  + I -^dt./d’a, ../d^a.^ j —1 0 0 J ■*- J

To(0)[w^(t.) ,..[w (t.) ,a]..]
■*- ”j
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where W = , belongs to A(02Hg+|g|) = A(0|t|).

But ||V - V̂ll < e' implies that

||S (6)A - T(0) I A|| < G,
'm

provided e' is sufficiently small; where t (0)| A is the
>N

sum of the first N+1 terms of the series for t (0)A,
Now, T(0)|^A t (0)A in norm, as N (by our

estimates in theorem 4.3.3), and so the same is true
for S^(0)A.

The norm completeness of A(Q|^|) implies, therefore,

that t (0)A e A(0|^|). Now, t (0)A is norm continuous in

0 if To(0)A is. Under this assumption on Tq, we conclude
that x(t)A, as a norm limit of t (0)A as 0 -► t, belongs

to A(0|b|).
The group property of t ensures that this property 

holds for all t, and the proof is complete.

Remark 1.

If we assume that the A(0) are given as operator 
algebras, and as such are weakly, or equivalently, 
strongly closed, then we need only assume the weaker 
condition that To(t)A is strongly continuous in t.
Indeed, this implies that the same is true of T(t)A, 

and so T(t)A is the strong limit of t(0)A as 0 t.
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But each t (0)A e A(0|^|) and so T(t)A e A(Q| ̂  | ) if 

this is strongly closed.

Remark 2.

If V is such that T(t) is causal, we can exploit 
the uniformity in || A || £ 1, A e A(0) , of the 
convergence of the series for x^(t)A, and define the

Heisenberg fields c()(f,t) and n(g,t) for all time, t. 
Indeed, x^(t)A -► T(t)A uniformly in || A || £ 1,
A G A(0|^|) for any fixed t, and so the restriction

ItI < 6  can be removed.
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